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Introduction 
 

In between the stories of humanity’s far-flung future where we roam the galaxy and today’s 

world lies the Dark Age of science fiction called cyberpunk. Cyberpunk is a subgenre of 

science fiction, whose stories are nearly always set on near-future Earth. This lesser known, 

rather bleak subgenre of sci-fi literature has rather distinct characteristics, other than its place 

and time, that set it apart from more mainstream science fiction. I will recount and examine 

these traits in detail later on. Quite notable about cyberpunk fiction are its style and 

atmosphere and these, in addition to other typical science fiction and cyberpunk tropes, such 

as non-existent technologies and terms, can present a translator with interesting translation 

issues. In this thesis I will attempt to determine what kind of translation problems a translator 

is faced with when translating a typical cyberpunk story and how to best resolve these 

problems by analysing and translating parts of Snow Crash by Neal Stephenson, a 

quintessential cyberpunk novel. 

 

First, I will define the meaning of the word cyberpunk. First by describing the word’s 

and genre’s origins, the latter being the literary cyberpunk movement. Included will be a 

concise overview of the genre’s more notable authors and works, and the literary genre’s 

influences on other media. Finally I will try to delineate and describe the many diverse 

trademarks that embody cyberpunk fiction, and make it distinct from other science fiction. 

The exploration of the cyberpunk genre will be followed by an analysis of the novel. I 

will examine the text’s characteristics and their significance with regards to the themes and 

genre to determine which translation choices, mostly based on James S. Holmes’s theory 

described in “De brug bij Bommel herbouwen” and Andrew Chesterman’s classification of 

translation strategies, will have to be made in order to achieve a fluent target text that is as 

faithful to the source text as possible. This will involve discussing the various translation 

problems that present themselves, such as realia, new, fictional technologies, slang, wordplay 

and other stylistic elements, and the possible and preferred solutions for these problems. 

The conclusions of the translation analysis will then be used to translate a couple of 

passages from Snow Crash. Included with the passages will be annotations to explain certain 

specific translation choices. 
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Cyberpunk 

The Roots of the Word Cyberpunk 
 

The word cyberpunk was created by Bruce Bethke as the title for a short science fiction story 

that he wrote early in 1980 (Bethke). It is a story about a group of young hackers in the very 

near future; at least it was the future back when the story was written. Bethke “was actively 

trying to invent a new term that grokked the juxtaposition of punk attitudes and high 

technology” (Bethke) when he came up with the title that would become the name for a whole 

new science fiction genre. Ironically, the story cyberpunk can be considered cyberpunk only 

to a minor degree, as it is relatively low-tech and not really futuristic enough for a proper 

cyberpunk story. 

Gardner Dozois is the person credited with starting the usage of the word cyberpunk in 

the 1980s as a term to describe the burgeoning genre (Stableford 81) (“Cyberpunk.”). 

According to the Historical Dictionary of Science Fiction Literature the term cyberpunk is a 

combination of the words “cybernetics” and “punk”. However, the word “cyberspace” is 

perhaps a more a likely candidate for the origin of the “cyber”-part of “cyberpunk”, as it has 

found its way to common usage mostly thanks to William Gibson’s novel Neuromancer 

(Stableford 83), which is considered the archetypal cyberpunk novel. Also because 

cyberspace tends to play a greater, if not central, role in most typical cyberpunk novels than 

cybernetics does. The other meaning of cyberpunk, namely online criminal or hacker, 

supports this suggestion. The truth of the matter depends on whether or not Dozois got the 

name for the genre from Bethke’s title or not, because if he did, the “cyber”-part would be just 

that, “cyber-“, as Bethke explains: “How did I actually create the word? The way any new 

word comes into being, I guess: through synthesis. I took a handful of roots --cyber, techno, et 

al—“(Bethke). 
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The Literary Cyberpunk Movement 
  

About two decades before new millennium, technological reality was starting to overtake the 

technology in the science fiction. John Clute in the Cambridge Companion to Science Fiction 

puts it as follows:  

Much of the history of sf in the 1980s and 1990s can be seen as a reluctant farewell… 

…to that world of transformations which were seen to be believed, that vision of the 

future which, almost deliberately, ignored the transistor, described computers in terms 

of bulk rather than invisible intricacies, failed to anticipate the nanoware-driven world 

we may now be entering (67). 

From the outdated ashes of science fiction arose a group of writers who took the new 

technological developments, especially the inspiring internet, envisioned a future which 

incorporated and expanded upon these new ideas, and created a new kind of science fiction, 

cyberpunk. 

 First and foremost among the cyberpunk movement was William Gibson, author of 

Neuromancer, which “most critics agree […] was not only the first cyberpunk novel, it was 

and remains the best.” (Brians). The other members of the movement “, loosely defined, 

included Gibson’s colleague and collaborator, Bruce Sterling” (Clute 72), editor of what is 

considered the second most important cyberpunk document, Mirrorshades: The Cyberpunk 

Anthology, Pat Cadigan, author of the cyberpunk novels Mindplayers, Synners and Fools 

(Clute 72), Rudy Rucker, author of the cyberpunk Ware Tetralogy” and John Shirley, who 

wrote the Eclipse trilogy and City Come A-Walkin. Probably the best known cyberpunk writer 

not part of the original movement is Neal Stephenson, author of Snow Crash and its semi-

sequel the postcyberpunk Diamond Age. 

This cyberpunk movement did not last long. “Sterling proudly declared that the term 

was ‘obsolete before it was coined’” (Stableford 82) and Bethke, was told by publishers 

before 1990 that “Cyberpunk was dead” (Bethke). The genre, however, is still popular, 

despite that “writers such as Gibson, Sterling and Cadigan had long since migrated 

elsewhere”(Stableford 82). Stacy Gillis has a more considered opinion: “Some consider the 

genre to be moving into its third generation, with Gibson and Bruce Sterling at the forefront 

of the first generation, Neal Stephenson at the forefront of the second and the post-dotcom 

writers forming the third” (Gillis “Introduction” 3). The literary movement that gave life to 

genre may have passed on, cyberpunk is still very much alive, not only in books, but also in 
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movies, television, video- and other games. Cyberpunk even lives on in the English language, 

mostly concerning the Internet, where terms such as cyberspace, from Neuromancer, and 

avatar, from Snow Crash have become common expressions. 
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The Characteristics of Cyberpunk 
 

Cyberpunk is basically a bleak vision of what mankind’s future will be like, soon. 

Governments are weak, non-existent, irrelevant; immoral megacorporations yield too much 

power; the division between rich and poor is immense; technology and lawlessness, often 

hand in hand, are everywhere. Cyberpunk stories are about “high-tech” and “low-life” as 

David Ketterer pithily puts it (141). High-tech, the cyber- of cyberpunk, takes the form of 

cyberspace, the successor of the internet, cybernetic implants and other rapidly advanced, 

ubiquitous technology, while the “low-life”, the –punk of cyberpunk, is embodied by both the 

typical protagonists, who usually posses at least one of the following characteristics, poor, 

operating on the edge of or beyond legality, and morally somewhat ambiguous, as well as the 

distinctive cyberpunk setting, the impoverished dilapidated, despite all the new technologies, 

cities of the near-future. “The future’s old, it’s not new” (On the Edge of Blade Runner 

:15:24). 

 

The Cyberpunk Setting 

 

Cyberpunk fiction is inevitably set in urban, manmade places. Despite the resulting lack of 

natural locations, the settings of cyberpunk are still quite diverse; ranging from dreary slums, 

“the condos of Barrytown crested back in their concrete wave” (Gibson Count Zero 18), 

industrial wastelands, vibrant city-centres, “a neon forest”(Gibson Neuromancer 116), 

luxurious private areas, the seedy city underworld and violent inner city areas to more 

futuristic places like cyberspace, space stations and an enormous raft composed of all manner 

of ships, boats and other floating, inhabitable structures found in Snow Crash. Most of these 

places are rather dismal and depressing. 

 

The city, mankind’s presence, is just about everywhere in cyberpunk and touches, 

contaminates everything. Nature is irrelevant, has been destroyed or assimilated. Stephenson 

emphasises this point in Snow Crash by letting technology overpower the sun and with irony, 

“As the sun sets, its red light is supplanted by the light of many neon logos emanating from 

the franchise ghetto that constitutes this U-Stor-It’s natural habitat”(Stephenson Snow Crash 

20). One of the rare times that nature does make an appearance in a cyberpunk story, in this 

case a scene on a beach in Neuromancer, it is actually a virtual experience, and the city is still 
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present in the distance (Gibson 233). This encounter with nature, virtual though it may be, 

actually unsettles the main character and makes him long for the all-pervading urban scenery 

he is accustomed to. “He turned his head and stared out to sea, longing for the hologram logo 

of Fuji Electric, for the drone of a helicopter, anything at all. / Behind him a gull cried. He 

shivered” (Gibson 233). The city may be oppressive, polluted or dangerous, nature is scarier 

for characters in cyberpunk. 

 

Cyberpunk Society 

 

Life in the inescapable city in cyberpunk would not be so bad if it weren’t for the severe 

social changes, or rather exacerbations of existing conditions, that have taken in place in the 

cyberpunk future. The introductory text of the film Johnny Mnemonic succinctly identifies 

many of these typical changes: “New century. Age of terminal capitalism. Armored towers of 

multinational corporations rise above the ruins of the democracies that gave them birth. 

Soldiers of the yakuza defend them” (Johnny Mnemonic 0:00:10). Power now rests mostly 

with megacorporations instead of the governments. These business behemoths are so 

powerful that they are above the law and tend to make their own with private armed forces. 

The distinction between criminal organisations and corporations has faded due to this. 

Notable examples are found in Snow Crash, where two criminal organisations are now 

franchises, namely CosaNostra Pizza, Incorporated and Narcolombia. This “terminal 

capitalism” has made the differences between those who are well off and those who are not 

extreme. 

The separation between social classes has become far more prominent in the world of 

cyberpunk. While nowadays most boundaries between areas of different social groups are 

gradual and intangible, they are actively enforced and concrete in cyberpunk. 

Gone were the glass-domed cities and Utopias of Golden Age science fiction. The domes 

are still there in cyberpunk, but they're occupied by the rich and guarded by security 

forces that shoot first and don't bother to ask questions (Blankenship 4). 

 

In Snow Crash the various burbclaves, gated and guarded communities based on financial 

status, ethnicity, political affiliation or other basis for segregation, make this social division in 

future cyberpunk society explicit and tangible. Even lavatories discriminate between social 

classes with different toilets available according to pay. The poorest, of which there are many 

in the cyberpunk future, live wherever they can, “their home, a spacious 20-by-30 in a U-Stor-
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It in Inglewood, California. The room has a concrete slab floor, corrugated steel walls 

separating it from the neighbouring units, and – this is a mark of distinction and luxury – a 

roll-up steel door” (Stephenson Snow Crash 19). 

 

Technology in Cyberpunk 

 

Technology in cyberpunk is used to reinforce, mostly by employing hardware to guard and 

maintain, the status quo, as well to escape from it, typically via cyberspace, or even disrupt it, 

usually by hacking. In cyberspace a nobody from dreary Barrytown or a U-Stor-It is free to 

become somebody; the cyberpunk dream. Another popular usage of technology in cyberpunk 

involves mercenaries or other loosely affiliated agents employing futuristic gear for missions 

of an often shady nature. The protagonists frequently fall into one, or both, of the above 

categories. Downtrodden individuals trying to make it big by hacking in cyberspace, like 

Bobby from Count Zero and Hiro Protagonist from Snow Crash, or operatives performing 

covert, illegal missions like Molly, a street samurai, from Neuromancer and Turner, a 

corporate mercenary from Count Zero. 

 

Cyberpunk Protagonists 

 

The central characters of cyberpunk differ from the common science fiction heroes, like 

cyberpunk differs from most earlier and even current science fiction. Cyberpunk writers, like 

their precursor Philip K. Dick, “wrote against the grain of what was currently accepted in the 

way of science fiction. Science fiction at that time was full of bold heroes going out into the 

universe, conquering planets, whole solar systems” (On the Edge of Blade Runner 0:02:33).  

Instead of having an idealistic spirit or exploring the wonders of technology that is 

part of most other science fiction, a prime example being Star Trek, cyberpunk takes society’s 

flaws, intensifies them and by doing so exposes them. Instead of heroes saving the universe, 

the main characters are frequently doing all they can to survive or get by. Saving anyone or 

anything, which does happen, is a bonus, and not often motivated by sheer kindness. The 

cyberpunk protagonists are usually fighting large and powerful organisations, typically the 

government or megacorporations. They are, in a way, punks; products of their society who are 

now rebelling against the society that created them. 
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Dystopian Future? 

 

Cyberpunk is sometimes called dystopian (“Cyberpunk”), but this is disputable. Although 

cyberpunk settings are definitely depressing places, they are too anarchistic to be considered 

dystopias. Classical dystopias tend to have a strict social hierarchy and ways to control this 

hierarchy; by indoctrination for example, like in We by Yevgeny Zamyatin and 1984 by 

George Orwell, before birth by genetics as in Brave New World by Aldeous Huxley. 

Chemical control is also prevalent, examples of this are found in Brave New World, where 

people take the narcotic Soma to increase their happiness, and in the film Equilibrium 

citizens’ emotions are suppressed with Prozium. The status quo is actively enforced by the 

state or other ruling power; there are strict rules, and people are watched and punished. They 

are forced into slavery like in Utopia by Thomas More or The Handmaid’s Tale by Margaret 

Atwood when not conforming, or executed if deemed too great a threat to society. There is 

also nearly always only a single ruling power in a certain region, sometimes the entire world, 

commonly the government. This power likes to keep up the pretence that all is well and good 

in the world. In Cyberpunk this is all not the case. There is not one ruling power, there are 

none; only megacorporations and other groups vying with each other. Social statuses, apart 

from the physical boundaries between different social groups, are not actively enforced. They 

are the result of society’s decline, not of a totalitarian government’s plan and control. The 

worlds of cyberpunk are unhappy places, that is undeniable. They are, however, too 

individualistic and chaotic, to such an extreme even that it is partially the cause for the dismal 

state of cyberpunk’s societies, to be called dystopian. 

Cyberpunk has a dark, realistic edge. The lawless, harsh, technology-filled cyberpunk 

world of tomorrow, practically ruled by commercial, immoral corporations sadly offers an 

image of the future that more easily considered as plausible than many dystopian visions. 

“Just as readers of the 50s looked obsessively for signs that Orwell's Nineteen-Eighty-Four 

was coming true, some readers keep an eye out for the emergence of cyberpunk's nightmare 

world in contemporary reality” (Brians). Technology is indeed becoming ever more prevalent 

in the modern world, and large multinationals already yield inordinate amounts of power. The 

world might very well be slowly turning into a cyberpunk setting. Landon Winkler, creator of 

an online cyberpunk game, remarked, “then again, there are days I wake up and think ‘am I 

living in a cyberpunk setting and just missed the memo?’” Due to this, cyberpunk, especially 

compared to other science fiction, requires relatively little suspension of disbelief, which may 

be cause for some concern. 
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Dark Cyberpunk 

 

The dark imagery, or actual images in non-text cyberpunk stories like Blade Runner, and style 

of cyberpunk is quite reminiscent of film noir and its predecessor American hardboiled 

detective fiction. 

“Cyber Noir / Steven Connor argues that cyberpunk ‘blends the evocation of 

extravagant technological possibilities with the most hard-bitten and unillusioned of 

narrative styles, borrowed from the historical forms of the detective story and the film 

noir’ (1997: 135). Cyberpunk certainly articulates many of the concerns and stylistics 

of film noir, with its urban settings and often baroque conventions. Moreover, the 

narrative complexity of film noir – a prerequisite of the detective genre from which it 

derives – is replicated in cyberpunk” (Gillis “Cyber Noir: Cyberspace, (Post)Feminism 

and the Femme Fatale.” 75). 

 

As in hardboiled crime fiction, cyberpunk has “an unsentimental portrayal of crime, 

violence, and sex” (“Hardboiled”). To this can be added poverty and pollution, which are also 

often described in cyberpunk without, at least not explicit, judgment. Like the main characters 

from hardboiled detective novels, the cyberpunk hero tends to be a rugged, armed loner with 

shady connections who’s typically short on cash (“Hardboiled American crime fiction 

writing”). 

Cyberpunk plots also have much in common with the noir detective stories, the 

protagonist(s) are faced with a mission or mystery, often both, that requires solving. More and 

more clues are discovered as the story progresses about what exactly is going on. Due the 

narrative structure that, like film noir, tends “to have unusually convoluted story lines, 

frequently involving flashbacks, flashforwards, and other techniques that disrupt and 

sometimes obscure the narrative sequence” (“Film Noir”), the process of uncovering the 

whole extent of events is prolonged. Third person narration, often limited, takes the place of 

the much used voice-over in film noir. 

Another aspect of the cyberpunk style is that the writing comes across as rapid and 

colloquial. This is somewhat akin to the gruff and gritty detective’s narration telling the 

viewer/reader what is going on. Sentences are typically rather short, with few subordinate 

clauses. Sometimes they are only fragments. Slang, often invented like the many 

technological terms also present in cyberpunk, is used frequently, even outside of dialogues. 
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Cyberpunk Comprehensively 

 

Cyberpunk could, in general, simply be described as noirish detective-like stories set in a 

bleak, terminally capitalistic, urban setting in the extremely socially divided, near future filled 

with new technology, most notably cyberspace, which the individualistic protagonists tend to 

make extensive use of to fulfil their goals. 
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Snow Crash  

Translation Analysis 
Intent 

 

As is invariably the case with just about any text, Snow Crash presents the translator with 

numerous translation problems and choices that need to be resolved in order to properly 

translate the novel. Several of these translation problems stem from the novel’s particular 

(sub)genre and from the author’s own specific style used in this novel. In the following 

analysis I will focus on these specific problems. 

I will try to determine, largely based on James S. Holmes’s theory of translating 

poetry described in “De brug bij Bommel herbouwen”, Andrew Chesterman’s classification 

of translation strategies, Diederik Grit’s “De Vertaling van Realia”, Lena Hamaida’s 

“Subtitling Slang and Dialect” and Dirk Delabastita’s “Traductio: Essays on Punning and 

Translation”, which strategies are best suited, for the particular types of translation problems, 

to achieve a Dutch translation of Snow Crash that is true to the source text, as well the target 

language according to the assignment in most translation contracts: “een naar inhoud en stijl 

getrouwe en onberispelijke Nederlandse vertaling rechtstreeks uit het oorspronkelijke werk” 

(“Het Nederlandse LUG/VVL-model contract.”). I will discuss several examples of the 

different translation problems inherent to the text’s (sub)genre and distinct style elements, 

such as the neologisms prevalent in science fiction, Stephenson’s satire and wordplay, 

fictional and non-fictional realia, and cyberpunk slang. Subsequently, I will examine which 

strategies lead to the best solutions and why those would be the best solutions for the novel’s 

translation. 
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Neal Stephenson 
 

Biography 

 
Neal Stephenson, the author of Snow Crash, was born October 31, 1959 in Fort Meade, 

Maryland, U.S.A. His parents were both scientists, and he himself has studied physics and 

geography. He currently lives in Seattle with his family. (“Neal Stephenson”) 

 

Bibliography 

 

His first novel, The Big U, a satire of university life, published in 1984, did not sell very well, 

in fact “virtually all of the first edition ended up getting pulped” (Stephenson, “Old (circa 

1999) Neal Stephenson web site content.”). By the time Stephenson became successful it was 

out of print, and only because Stephenson did not want people to pay hundreds of dollars for 

his novel did he agree to have it reprinted. His second novel, 1988, Zodiac: the Eco-Thriller, a 

kind of ecological detective story, did somewhat better than The Big U. It wasn’t until Snow 

Crash, published in 1992¸ that Neal Stephenson became a truly successful writer and found 

his strengths. His following novels, The Diamond Age or, a Young Lady’s Illustrated Primer, 

a postcyberpunk novel taking place in the future of Snow Crash’s setting, Cryptonomicon, an 

historical fiction story about cryptography, The Baroque Cycle consisting of Quicksilver, 

2003, The Confusion, 2004 and The System of the World, 2004) is a trilogy of historical 

fiction again focusing on cryptography, with deviations from actual history and Anathem, a 

speculative science fiction novel published in 2008, were all successful (“Neal Stephenson”) 

(Stephenson “About the Author”).  

 

Subjects 

 

Science, in particular cryptography, mathematics and information technology, and the 

possible future and (alternate) history of science tend to be important subjects in Stephenson’s 

novels. The development of society also plays a notable role in his science fiction novels, 

Snow Crash, The Diamond Age and Anathem. Even in his science fiction stories Stephenson 

regularly refers to historical scientific and cultural data. 
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The Plot of Snow Crash 
 

The main characters are Hiro Protagonist, who is, as written on his business card, 

“Last of the freelance hackers / Greatest sword fighter in the world / Stringer, Central 

Intelligence Corporation / Specializing in software-related intel (music, movies & 

microcode)” (Stephenson 17) 

and penniless pizza delivery man, and Y.T., a wily 15-year old Kourier, the future skateboard 

equivalent of bicycle couriers, who hitch rides on cars with magnetic harpoons. 

 

Hiro, who loses his one source of steady income, delivering pizzas for CosaNostra 

Pizza Incorporated, at the start of the novel, but gains an important future ally, Y.T., 

encounters the “Snow Crash” virus in the Metaverse (cyberspace) as his friend, former 

business partner and fellow hacker, Da5id falls victim to it and ends up in the hospital 

babbling, seizing, with a pacemaker and mindless, “He has gone completely blank” 

(Stephenson 188). Meanwhile in the real world, people are starting to speak in tongues as well 

due to a new narcotic, also named Snow Crash. Juanita, Da5id’s ex-wife and Hiro’s ex-

girlfriend, puts Hiro on the trail of the person behind the spread of glossolalia and gives Hiro 

the information he needs to understand this man’s plan. Y.T. in the mean-time helps the Mafia 

and Mr. Lee from Mr. Lee’s Greater Hong-Kong, “the grandaddy  FOQNEs” (Stephenson 45) 

to investigate the same threat. It turns out that fibre-optics network, the foundation of the 

Metaverse, monopolist and religious lunatic, L. Bob Rife, wants to control humanity with 

nam-shubs, commands of sorts, from the Sumerian language, which can be used to ‘program’ 

people, once they’ve been exposed to the Snow Crash drug, which removes their immunity. 

Rife, from his aircraft carrier with attached giant jury-rigged flotilla filled with refugees, is 

spreading the physical drug via his church franchise and by dumping infected refugees 

whenever his ‘Raft’ passes near to the coast. He intends to use the virtual version of Snow 

Crash, a computer virus made by the future FBI, to dispose of hackers, as they pose a threat to 

his Sumerian programming plans due to their experience in meddling with programming. Hiro 

and Y.T. with the help of many other characters manage to put a stop to Rife’s schemes in 

both the physical and virtual world. 
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The Setting of Snow Crash 
 

Snow Crash is set in California in the future, by then practically the former, United States of 

America. Capitalism has gone wild and nearly everything is a business now, including former 

governmental organisations. Now there are General Jim's Defense System, Judge Bob’s 

Judicial System, MetaCops Unlimited and the Central Intelligence Corporation, to name but a 

few. The state is defunct. “Most people are not entirely clear on what the word ‘congress’ 

means” (Stephenson, 22). Just about everything has been franchised, from pizzerias run by the 

Mafia, highways operated by either Fairlanes Inc. or Cruiseways, up to drug-peddling 

churches, and even including the near-sovereign, sheltered, suburban enclaves that have 

transformed the USA into a nation full of franchised little city-states, called burbclaves or 

FOQNEs. 

In Stephenson’s Snow Crash, globalization results in the proliferation of ‘franchise 

ghettos’ or  burbclaves’ within the First World national boundaries. […] In Snow 

Crash, with the notable exceptions of ‘street people’, ‘immigrants,’ young bohos,’ and 

the ‘technomedia’ elites, most people in the former United States now live in 

‘Franchise Organized Quasi-National Entities’ (Foster 214). 

What’s left of the US government’s rule is practically restricted to their own burbclave like 

areas, called Fedland in the case of the FBI’s territory. Every Burbclave franchise has its own 

ideals and principles. Several are clearly racially oriented, The Heights at Bear Run, New 

South Africa, Dixie Traditionals, while others have a more economic focus, Mr. Lee’s Greater 

Hong Kong, or even criminal purpose, like Narcolombia. The names of the Burbclaves tend to 

be quite descriptive. Their legal status, however, is rather vague, as is evidenced from a 

section of the statement on Mr Lee’s Greater Hong Kong posters: 

Mr Lee’s Greater Hong Kong is a private, wholly extraterritorial, sovereign, quasi-

national entity not recognized by any other nationalities and in no way affiliated with 

the former Crown Colony of Hong Kong, which is part of the People’s Republic of 

China (99). 

Outside the sheltered burbclaves life is rough and squalid. One of the two central characters 

lives in a storage facility and needs to be armed to deliver pizzas, while the other is equipped 

with quite a large amount of self-defence gear for her job as a skateboard courier and life as a 

15-year old girl on the street. 
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 The other, virtual, world in which a part of the story is set is the Metaverse, “a 

computer-generated universe that his computer is drawing onto his goggles and pumping into 

his earphones. In the lingo, this imaginary place is known as the Metaverse” (Stephenson 

Snow Crash 24). 

Realia 

 

Being set in the fictional future former United States of America Snow Crash contains a fair 

number of realia. Grit defines realia as concrete unique phenomena or categorical concepts 

specific to a certain country or cultural area without, or at the most only approximate, 

equivalents elsewhere and the terms used for these phenomena/concepts (279). 

The specific setting, the future US, is essential to the novel. This means Grit’s 

suggested strategies of approximation, adaptation and omission are unsuitable for translating 

Snow Crash, as these would unacceptably alter the setting of the story. The fact that many of 

the realia in Snow Crash are fictional, and therefore have no equivalents at all in reality, 

reinforces this notion. The strategy of using a hyperonym to translate realia can be used, but 

sparingly, because, as Grit states, “het gevaar is echter dat er bij veelvuldig gebruik 

inhoudelijke en stilistische vervlakking ten opzichte van het origineel optreedt” (283). 

Retention, loan translation, and description are left as possible solutions, and these work well 

in most cases. Most of Grit’s arguments regarding these strategies are applicable. Retention 

requires knowledge of the subject or clarification, and overuse can make a translation too 

foreign. Loan translations should be transparent, familiar to the reader or explained. The 

description strategy can be hard to implement and should be used in moderation, because it 

means the translator has to create and add completely new text to the translation (282-283). 

Knowledge of the realia is, of course, not required for the fictional realia, nor is any 

explanation required other than that given to the ST reader for whom the realia are equally 

unknown. Some unfamiliarity with American realia is acceptable, as long as it does not create 

confusion, because the setting is specifically the US; and for some people the US is a place 

they are unfamiliar with. Snow Crash is a novel and not a travel guide. 

  

Nearly all the fictional realia, like its technological neologisms, are clarified 

somewhere in the text already, so there is no need for the translator to add additional 

information to explain these concepts. For important non-fictional realia, offered without 

explanations, some extra details might need to be added occasionally. The readers of the 

target text might not be aware that the term “LAX” (19), for example, is the Los Angeles 
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International Airport, the main view from Hiro’s home. Some clarification should be added in 

the translation to ensure that the TT reader understands that LAX is an airport. On the other 

hand, a reader of the TT only understanding that, for instance, “Compton” (146) is an area, 

without knowing that it is a suburb of Los Angeles and considered a bad neighbourhood 

currently, is better than adding text not in the ST and diluting the translation. A reader of the 

ST unfamiliar with specific parts of the US would have the same experience. 

 

The decision to use either retention or loan translation should be made on a case by 

case basis. Usually this will depend on whether or not the literal meaning of the parts of 

which the realia consist is important. This is the case with “FOQNEs” or “Franchise-

Organized Quasi-National Entities” (14), and “Burbclaves”, where the reader should be made 

aware of the meaning of the terms. Using loan translations these can be translated into 

“Franchise-Georganiseerde Quasi-Nationale Entiteiten” and  “Wijkclaves”. The meaning of 

these two translations is especially important as they are rather central to the society of the 

future former US. An exception to this is the “CIC” or “Central Intelligence Corporation” 

(21), because using loan translation to translate this realia would mean losing the reference to 

its origin, the CIA. Since the CIC is immediately described after being mentioned, the 

retention does not lead to a great lack of understanding for the target text reader. In general it 

is best to retain the source text realia, especially place-names, when the literal meaning of the 

term is insignificant to avoid unwanted naturalisation. 

 

Technological Neologisms 

 

The world of Snow Crash, like most other science fiction, literature or otherwise, is riddled 

with neologisms, many of a technological nature. This section will focus on these 

technological neologisms, as most of the other neologisms, such as slang words and 

expressions, and fictional new organisations or similar, are discussed in other sections.  

Although plenty of the for science fiction indispensable fictional, future technologies 

have names that are already in use in current science as theories, there are many more that 

have been completely or at least partially made-up, like, for example, “nerve-splicing, and 

microbionics” (Neuromancer Gibson 6). Coming up with a suitable translation for existing 

new technologies can already pose quite a problem. Doing the same for imaginary new 

technologies, even when their constituent parts are obvious, can be even more daunting, as 

there are no or few sources other than the source text to consult for possible solutions. 
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 Snow Crash’s first neologism relating to technology is found as early as the fifth 

sentence, “its arachnofiber weave” (1). No explicit explanation is given regarding the term, 

but it is likely a word invented by Stephenson for material made out of, possibly artificial, 

spider silk. Despite that scientists have been looking for reliable ways to mass-produce 

(artificial) spider silk for commercial use for a while now (“Science in a Spin over Spider 

Web.”) (“Artificial Spider Silk.”), the term arachnofiber has not been employed by them. The 

etymology of the word “arachnofiber” is quite apparent; “arachno” comes from “arachnid” 

and “fiber” is the proper term used for materials that consist of threadlike parts. Another 

technological neologism with rather clear constituent parts is the term “loglo” (7), from the 

words “logo” and “glow”, Snow Crash’s future equivalent of neon signs. 

Many of the technology related neologisms in Snow Crash have a designed quality 

about their name. A large number actually come across more like brand names than scientific 

terms, such as “MagnaPoon”(29). Some even have clear indicators that they are names made 

up by commercial entities, because the fictional manufacturer’s name is included with the 

neologism, like the “RadiKS Mark IV Smartwheels” (27). This does not detract from the 

neologism, as there are numerous examples of words invented by companies that have 

actually become common expressions, like “xerox” and “walkman”. It actually contributes to 

the cyberpunk atmosphere by showing yet another example of pervasive capitalism. 

The slang in Snow Crash is also a source for technological neologisms. While the “Pacific 

Enforcement Hardware, Inc. Model SX-29 Restraint Projection Device” (304) used by the 

MetaCops is not a neologism, the vernacular name for it, “Loogie Gun” (304), is. 

 

Two strategies, often used outside of literature for non-fictional neologisms, are the 

most likely candidates for translating these technological neologisms, namely calque, or loan 

translations, and retention. Using loan translations to translate the neologisms seems like an 

obvious solution, as many existing calques are compounds (“Calque”), just like most of the 

neologisms in Snow Crash. However, because the neologisms are technological in nature, and 

commercial as well in many cases, retention is also an apt strategy, since many non-fictional 

technological neologisms are retained in Dutch, especially those originating from commercial 

entities, such as the “walkman” and “flat-screens”. Retention might leave the reader with a 

lack of information. A reader who does not know what the words “loogie” and “gun” mean, 

will not understand what the retained word signifies. Fortunately, most neologisms in Snow 

Crash are described shortly after being introduced, in some cases much later in the text, and 

in a few even before their introduction, so this lack of understanding tends to be reduced to a 
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relatively minor problem. The reader will know what the retained neologism is referring to 

and only the literal meaning of the words making up the neologism will remain unknown. As 

this coincides with the reality of the target culture, in which many people who know what 

iPods and USB-sticks are, are probably unaware of their literal meaning, it is an acceptable 

solution. In cases where retention or calque are both unfeasible solutions for some reason, 

hyperonymy, omission or synonymy are alternative strategies, although since the first two 

strategies tend to remove aspects from the text in the translation, these should usually be 

avoided when possible. 

  

Putting the strategies into practice would result in the following solutions for the 

aforementioned problems. The “arachnofiber” and “loglo” translations are not mentioned as 

these are explained in the translation’s annotations; “MagnaPoen”, “Smartwheels” and 

“Slijmschieter”. “MagnaPoen” is partially a loan translation, “poen” from “harpoen” as 

translation for “poon” from “harpoon”, and partially retention. The “Magna” part requires no 

translation, because it refers as clearly to “magnet” in the source text, as it does to “magneet” 

in the target text. The fact that “poen” has a denotation that has nothing to do with “harpoen” 

is perhaps somewhat unfortunate, although “poon” likewise has a denotation that has nothing 

to do with “harpoon” either. Retaining “Smartwheels” is a better solution than using a calque 

like “Slimme wielen”, because it is clearly a product name, which are often not translated, and 

because “Slimme wielen” sounds far less modern and not as slick as “Smartwheels” does. 

“Slijmschieter” is a loan translation with the synonym “schieter” used as translation for the 

“gun” part of the compound and the hyperonym “slijm” for “loogie”, because this solution 

retains the alliteration in “Loogie Gun” as well as the connotations. 
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Snow Crash’s Themes 
 

The title, Snow Crash comes from a non-fictional essay written by Stephenson about 

information technology, “In the Beginning was the Command Line”. “When the computer 

crashed and wrote gibberish into the bitmap, the result was something that looked vaguely 

like static on a broken television set--a  ‘snow crash’” (Stephenson “In the beginning was the 

command line”). The drug and computer virus ‘Snow Crash’ in the novel are both designed to 

‘crash’ the mind and make the recipients speak gibberish. Both are tools for L. Bob Rife to 

control people and information. By making the hackers’ minds crash, Rife can control the 

flow of information via his monopoly on the fibre-optics network and with the drug he can 

use the nam-shubs, commands in the form of information transmitted via language, to control 

humanity. The control of people, also controlling people by using information, and control 

and flow of information, are all important themes in Snow Crash. 

Rife does not only use drugs to influence people, he also uses the media, other people, 

the refugees on his Raft, and religion. Religion is treated as a way to convey and control 

information, through rituals, scriptures and teachings. The ‘Snow Crash’ drug is spread 

partially via Rife’s churches, Reverend Wayne’s Pearly Gates franchise, as well. Religion was 

also used, by spreading the necessary information, to immunise people to the controlling 

effects of the nam-shubs. The name L. Bob Rife itself also points to these underlying themes. 

L. Ron Hubbard, the founder of scientology used religion to control people too. The word 

‘rife’ alludes to the spread of the virus and information. Hiro and Y.T., the heroes of the story, 

represent the breaking of control. Hiro as a freelance hacker (and occasional supplier of 

information to the Central Intelligence Corporation’s library, a giant database of information 

available to anyone as long as they pay for the information) and Y.T. as Kourier, without her 

mother knowing about it, are subject to no one and both actively oppose controlling elements, 

such as program restrictions or laws. 

 

Another topic receiving a great amount of attention in Snow Crash is society and 

capitalism’s, detrimental, effect on society. This is a common theme in cyberpunk, but in 

Stephenson’s novel it plays more prominent part. Much more time is spent explaining details 

about Snow Crash’s future society and its workings, usually by describing one or several of 

the many franchises and burbclaves, than is done in other cyberpunk novels. In these the grim 

society of the future tends to be a less detailed, more atmospheric backdrop for the stories. 
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 This focus on the increasing capitalistic deterioration of the US means it is important 

that all the satirical elements of Snow Crash are translated properly in order to preserve the 

underlying essence of the novel; a critique on the American society. The satire, mostly the 

insensitive contrasts between subjects and their descriptions, and the parodies, draws attention 

to the social wrongs that could stem forth from contemporary society’s course. Because the 

novel’s criticism is directed at the US specifically, maintaining the locale in the translation, 

and choosing exoticising over naturalising, is fundamental to preserving one of the novel’s 

major themes. 
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Stephenson’s Style 
 

Stephenson’s range of styles is very diverse. While his style in Snow Crash has quite a typical 

cyberpunk feel to it, colloquial and fast. The semi-sequel to that, The Diamond Age, with 

several important “neo-Victorian” characters, possesses many classical Victorian style 

elements, producing a style that is remarkably different from that in Snow Crash, while his 

style in The Baroque Cycle is adapted to the varying eras being described in the trilogy.  

 

Colloquial Narration in Snow Crash 

 

Colloquial language is not restricted to dialogue in Snow Crash; it finds its way into the 

narration as well. Despite being in the third person, the narrative, due to its style, comes 

across as if it is being told by the current focus of the narration instead of a non-existent 

impartial limited narrator; this is called the third person subjective.  

 

The colloquial manner of the text is established largely via omission. Stephenson 

leaves out a lot of function words in the narration creating a very short and snappy style. The 

most prominent omissions are prepositions, pronouns and conjunctions, but articles, auxilliary 

verbs (often left out together with the pronoun) and sometimes main verbs are also left out 

frequently. The regular lack of conjunctions creates quite a number of run-on sentences, 

which adds to the rapid feel of the narration. One example, out of many, is this sentence about 

pizza education; “came in its doors unable to write an English sentence, from Abkhazia, 

Rwanda, Guanajuato, South Jersey, came out knowing more about pizza than a Bedouin 

knows about sand” (3). It lacks pronouns, conjunctions and contains several comma splices. 

To translate this aspect of Stephenson’s style the translator needs to leave out the same 

function words, except when this results in a sentence or clause that would be very 

unidiomatic Dutch, which is not often, or too ungrammatical even for colloquial speech, 

which basically means the sentence would be incomprehensible without re-inserting some 

function words. Sometimes some function words might have to be added, specifically 

conjunctions, usually “and”, when translating gerunds with something other than the Dutch 

present participle. To make up for this addition, a function word should occasionally be left 

out in other places when possible. 
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High and low register speech are used seemingly indiscriminately in the novel, often 

in the same sentence. For example: “The Enforcer does the proper thing, namely, gets the hell 

out of his way”(304) and “Until a man is twenty-five, he still thinks, every so often that under 

the right circumstances he could be the baddest motherfucker in the world”(271). This 

juxtapositioning of high and low register often has a comedic effect, and establishes both the 

main characters, who are nearly always the focus of the third person subjective narrative, as 

intelligent, but regular people. The style varies with each narrator; Y.T.’s narration contains 

slightly more slang terms than Hiro’s, but other than that their narrations are reasonably 

similar. The differences in narration become more pronounced when certain minor characters 

become the focus of the narration instead of Y.T. or Hiro. The most noticeable shift in style 

occurs when “Ng Security Industries Semi-Autonomous Guard Unit #A-367”, a Rat Thing, 

which is a sort of nuclear cyborg dog, becomes the focal point of the narration. 

 “He has an important job: Protect the yard. Sometimes people come in and out of the 

yard. Most of the time, they are good people, and he doesn’t bother them. He doesn’t know 

why they are good people. He just knows it. Sometimes they are bad people, and he has to do 

bad things to them to make them go away. This is fitting and proper” (89). 

  

This subjective, colloquial style is arguably one of the most important aspects of 

Stephenson’s novel, because it greatly contributes to the novel’s (cyber)punk atmosphere. 

This means it is crucial to preserve it in the target text to create a good translation. Care 

should especially be taken to retain the quintessential intermingling of high and low register. 

In cases where it might be hard to retain the combination of different registers in a specific 

part of the text, a viable strategy might be, depending on the particulars, to add this stylistic 

element shortly before or after the instance where it was untranslatable. In most cases 

retaining the mixed registers should not pose too great a problem, as Dutch and English have 

largely similar registers. 

 

Slang 

Slang, the “non-standard use of words in a language […] associated with informal and 

colloquial spoken language”(Hamaida 5), is an integral part of cyberpunk. It emphasises its 

focus on the punk part of future society, since “slang often originates in the subcultures in a 

society. […] Particular forms of slang, like for example the slang used by teenagers, are often 

used as a means of expressing identity between members of a group,” (Hamaida 5) typically 
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members of the lower classes, in this case the non-conforming individuals, the punks of 

cyberpunk.  

Hiro’s, Y.T.’s and other characters’ speech and narration contain quite a lot of slang 

terms, such as “bimbo box”, “thrashers” and “gargoyle”. Their usage of slang differs and helps set 

the moods of particular sections of the novel. 

An individual both expresses and maintains their identity through their use of language 

(Trask 1995:83). It is therefore logical to suggest that characterization is one of the main 

functions of spoken dialog in novels, plays and films and that a character’s use of 

language or idiolect, which may include slang and/or dialect, can be of fundamental 

importance in helping to establish the identity of a character (Hamaida 5), 

and because Stephenson uses the third person subjective in his narration, not just in dialogues, and 

slang permeates all of the text this characterization extends outwards to a degree to encompass the 

entire setting, not just the characters. 

 

“Slang is characterized by lexical innovation through the creation of new words” 

(Hamaida 5). Languages change and the slang in cyberpunk reflects this well with its new 

vernacular expressions; much like Anthony Burgess did with slang in A Clockwork Orange. 

This practice of including neologistic slang expressions is not seen in many other science 

fiction stories, where the language of the future is often identical to nowadays language, 

differing only due to the use of technological neologisms. 

 

Translating slang of a certain culture into another language is difficult, and requires an 

extensive knowledge of, or reliable sources on, the source culture in order; translating hitherto 

non-existent idiom adds another level of difficulty on top of that. To translate existing slang 

one has to find an equivalent slang term in the target language, which sometimes simply does 

not exist. With fictional slang the translator has to create a new, credible slang term with the 

same connotations and denotations as the ST term. When translating slang the equivalence of 

the connotations becomes as, and in some cases even more important, than the exact 

equivalence of the denotation of a term. The Japanese word “zanshin”, for example, literally 

means "remaining mind" and “it refers to a state of awareness – of relaxed alertness” 

(“Zanshin”). Stephenson in Snow Crash says it can translate as “emotional intensity” (86). 

This captures the denotation of the term, but as Stephenson goes on to explain, 
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It is the kind of coarse and disappointing translation that makes the dismembered 

bodies of samurai warriors spin in their graves. The word “zanshin” is larded down 

with a lot of other folderol that you have to be Nipponese to understand (87). 

This example demonstrates how important the connotation of a slang expression is, and, at the 

same time, how difficult it can be to translate such an expression. “If there is no corresponding 

slang expression in the Target Language the translator needs to decide whether it is still possible 

to preserve connotational meaning in the translation through a different strategy.” (Hamaida 6) 

The register of the translation also needs to correspond to the register of the word in the 

source text’s culture more explicitly, because the register of slang is very apparent. All in all, 

quite a few constraints to work within when trying to find the best equivalent for a slang 

translation. Failing to properly translate slang “could lead to the loss of nuances of meaning, 

which could affect the audience’s comprehension”(Hamaida 5). 

 

Already on page 2 of Snow Crash the term “bimbo box” presents the translator with a 

regular English slang word “bimbo” to be translated as part of a new slang expression. Not 

only does this require finding the equivalent of “bimbo” in the target language and culture, the 

equivalent also needs to be combined with a suitable translation for the “box” referring to 

cars, which should result in a derogatory term for rather mundane cars, preferably alliterative. 

Another example of a challenging future slang translation problem in Snow Crash is Y.T.’s 

favourite insult “Ex-Lax” (15). Ex-Lax is an American laxative brand. Calling someone a 

laxative, or something related, has about the same offensive overtones in the Netherlands as in 

the US. The translation should therefore at least in some way refer to defecation, if words 

referring to laxatives are unsuitable, in order to be culturally equivalent. It should also, if 

possible, consist of two rhyming syllables in order to be equivalent stylistically. 

 

Even where slang is concerned does business show its presence in cyberpunk; the 

RadiKS company trying to appropriate the hip vocabulary of the street in order to sell more 

products, and overdoing it. “Any surfer who tried to groove that ‘vard on a stock plank would 

have been sneezing brains. […] radar to identify mufflers and other debris before you even 

get honed about them. Don’t get Midasized – upgrade today!” (27-28). Despite that the slang 

is clearly over the top, evident by very high concentration of slang terms compared to 

elsewhere in the text, it does provide a dense example of Snow Crash slang and the issues that 

need resolving to properly translate the slang. First of all, it is important that the sources and 

intended connotations of the expressions are known. Subsequently the translator needs to find 
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or create equivalents in the target language. This can be quite difficult, especially when the 

source of a slang expression originates from a very specific cultural feature, as is the case with 

“Midasized”, which is likely to be absent in the target culture. 

 

When translating the slang in Snow Crash there should be no adjustments to make the 

translation conform to current language forms, as the slang used is intentionally not 

contemporary. Changing this would detract from the text’s futuristic quality. Retaining these 

aspects is more important than making the translation more easily understood by the target 

audience; the source text’s slang will be about as exotic to its reader as the futurised 

translation. Some naturalisation might be in order to avoid incomprehension due to cultural 

differences, but this should be done in moderation, as the novel’s culture’s American features 

are a significant element of Snow Crash’s theme. The culture depicted in the novel is also 

fictional and too much naturalising could remove fictional elements from the setting, making 

it too mundane. 

Keeping all this in mind, “bimbo box” is translatable with the alliterative and 

pejorative “knullenkar”, or perhaps “knulletjeskar”. “Knullenkar” is probably best, since it 

has the same number of syllables and sounds less old-fashioned, partially due to the difference 

in length, than “knulletjeskar”. Finding a suitable equivalent for “Ex-Lax” is more 

problematic. The names for Dutch laxatives are less catchy, not as well known, and more 

oblique regarding their purpose. “Zemelaar” could have been an option if it were a more 

modern expression. “Zetpil” or “klysma” could serve as translation, as they are associated 

with the same anatomical area as laxatives, involve similar taboo processes, are as short as 

“Ex-Lax”, and currently not in use as insults. Both do, unfortunately, lack rhyme. Analysing 

all of the slang of the RadiKS advert would take up too much space in this section, therefore 

only the obscurest slang expression of the advert, “Don’t get Midasized”, will be examined. 

The term is currently used in the US and originates from “an old commercial for the Midas 

chain of muffler shops, where passersby urge a man to ‘Midasize’ his noisy car” (“Invasion of 

the Neptune Men”). The meaning nowadays seems to vary between a quite literal usage to 

actually improve one’s muffler, to a more abstract, somewhat sarcastic comment that just 

means make something better in general. In Snow Crash “Midasized” stands for coming into 

dangerous contact with a muffler, which the roads are apparently littered with, and thus 

getting “Midasized” yourself because of an “interface with a muffler” (27). There’s no 

famous muffler franchise in the Netherlands to use for a translation, let alone a muffler brand 

related expression. An option would be making a wordplay on the translation of the word 
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“muffler” with “laat je niet dempen” as result. It sounds somewhat forced, but that is 

acceptable considering the rest of the RadiKS advert failed attempt at using hip slang. 

 

Satire 

 

Cyberpunk was brought back to life by Stephenson with a highly entertaining injection of 

satire. He comments on just about every facet of society in Snow Crash by ridiculing it, but 

never truly explicitly. The satire is veiled and shows itself mostly through exaggeration, 

parodies and an irreverent tone. He even satirizes literature by breaking literary conventions 

with his mixing of high and low register throughout the text, and naming the main character 

Hiro (a paronym of hero) Protagonist. 

 

Stephenson’s satirical tone in Snow Crash consists of several elements. Most striking 

of these are the many callous contrasts in the novel. Serious issues that are mentioned are 

glossed over, or treated lightly and inappropriately. “White Columns, like most Burbclaves, 

has no jail, no police station. So unsightly. Property values. Think of the liability exposure” 

(48). The sudden switches between registers in Snow Crash often add to the contrasts, like 

when Hiro is forced to resort to violence by a racist. “ ‘Ah, That is a problem,’ Hiro says. 

‘Thank you.’ ‘For what?’ ‘For announcing your intentions – giving me the right to do this.’ 

Then Hiro cuts his head off” (302). The paragraph following that event describes how it is 

good that the racist was moving backwards when he got decapitated, because that way Hiro 

does not get covered in all the blood that comes spraying out of the man’s carotid arteries, 

instead of focusing on possible ethical or judicial implications. The paragraph after that is 

about Hiro not properly executing the decapitation, “and that’s bad form” (302). 

Stephenson has a penchant for using similes and metaphors in a similar, callously 

contrasting manner, using morbid imagery to describe mundane subjects. For a tenor as 

innocuous as how well the fabric of Hiro’s outfit breathes, a burned down forest is used as the 

vehicle: “excess perspiration wafts through it like a breeze through a freshly napalmed forest” 

(1). The reverse is also found, glorious images describing grim events. Some blood dropping 

into a drunkard’s drink: “A wino sitting there nursing a double shot of vodka shakes and 

shivers, staring into his glass at the galactic swirl of a trillion red cells dying in the ethanol” 

(303). 

Apparent incongruencies between subject and description do not only appear in the 

form of metaphors, but also in seemingly ironic remarks. The description of Hiro’s home is a 
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good example; “the room has a concrete slab floor, corrugated steel walls separating it from 

the neighboring units, and – this is a mark of distinction and luxury – a roll-up steel door that 

faces northwest” (19). The fact that remarks like these are not actually ironic, but meant and 

true, makes the remarks and their subjects all the more poignant. 

  

Snow Crash’s also contains several parodies that ridicule society. Some parodies are 

short, like the names of powerful organizations, “CosaNostra Pizza Inc.”, “Judge’s Bob’s 

Judicial System”, “General Jim’s Defense System”; other parodies are more substantial, most 

notable among these is a very serious and long memo regarding office toilet paper pools (282-

287). 

 

To achieve the same satirical effects the translation needs to have the equivalent 

connotations as the source. It is the disparity between the subjects and their significance, and 

the language and its connotations used in the text to describe or comment on these subjects, 

that creates most of the satire. The language and size of the text devoted to the rules of 

something as utterly trivial as toilet paper distribution and usage rules, for example, needs to 

be as official and sizeable in the translation as in the source text to do justice to the satire. 

Likewise, “so unsightly” (48) is probably best translated as “niet om aan te zien” instead of 

the more literal “afzichtelijk”, because “niet om aan te zien” is a more shallow expression that 

contrasts better with the rather serious subject of the placement of jails and police stations. 

This disparity between subject and language must therefore be retained in the translation. 

Comments, descriptions and imagery should be as seemingly inappropriate in the translation 

as in the ST. The translator must pay close attention to the connotations of words and 

expressions, and make sure that they seem as improper as in the ST. Serious matters should be 

treated as trivial, and vice versa.  

 

Wordplay 

 

Stephenson makes use of several forms of wordplay that can prove to be quite problematic 

when trying to translate Snow Crash. “Wordplay is traditionally defined as a deliberate 

communicative strategy, or the result thereof, used with a specific semantic or pragmatic 

effect in mind” (Delabastita 1).  
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The feared foe of the translator, the pun, is one of these wordplays. It is often even 

considered untranslatable. It is in any case a very arduous task. As Dirk Delabastita explains, 

The technical difficulties are such that translators often have to go out of their usual 

way to tackle the puns in a manner which they themselves, their patrons or employers, 

and prospective audiences will think is appropriate. […] what makes the case of 

translating puns special is that here so many different and usually such conflicting 

constraints (formal ones as well as semantic and pragmatic ones) crowd in on the 

translator (Delabastita 10-11). 

This is because puns rely on intralingual asymmetry, a clash between the expected meaning 

and the intended or inferred meaning, and the interlingual asymmetry encountered when 

translating puns. (Alexieva 138-140). This adds a significant complication to finding 

equivalents, because there might very well be no equivalent intralingual asymmetricalities in 

the target language. The intralingual asymmetry in puns usually involves homonyms, 

homophones, homographs or paronyms, which create the difference in meaning. 

The following puns of Stephenson are based on paronyms, words with “phonemic 

[and/]or graphemic similarity”(Gottlieb 210), one of them also being a homophone. The 

Deliverator, as Hiro is called in the first two chapters, is described as a “roll model” (2) 

instead of a “role model” and his friend Da5id Meier is called the “supreme hacker overload” 

(77) instead of “overlord”. Translating these puns requires finding words in the target 

language that are equivalents to the words in the source text, while also being paronyms of 

equivalents to the words in the source text that have been replaced by the pun, “overlord” and 

“role model”. Since this often proves to be impossible, “the basic one to one equivalence 

method being irrelevant here”, as Alexandra Girard remarks in “On the Relative 

(Un)translatability of Puns”, “there is no other choice than to invent.” Since there are no 

tropes similar enough to directly replace a pun, like how, if necessary, alliteration could be 

used to replace a rhyme stylistically in some cases, the translator will have to resort to adding 

a pun with an equivalent effect in the target text near the untranslatable pun to make up for the 

omission of the original pun, or otherwise attempt to copy the intended meaning(s) of the pun 

in a different, more direct manner and omit the untranslatable pun completely. “Supreme 

hacker overload, founding father of the Metaverse protocol” (77), could be translated with, 

“de allerhoogste hacker-opperheerser, stamlader van het Metaversum protocol,” where 

“stamlader” as pun on “stamvader”, is the replacement pun. Another, less subtle, translation 

for “overload” would be “overladende overheerser”, which conveys the meaning of both 

“overlord” and “overload”, and the alliteration somewhat replaces the paronymy the pun in 
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the source text plays on. Translating the “roll model” pun is rather simple thanks to the 

anglicism “rolmodel”. The pun in the target text is not exactly equivalent, since there is no 

word being replaced with a homophone, but “rolmodel” has the same meaning as “role 

model” while also referring to rolling, which in turn refers to driving, like “roll model” does. 

 

Stephenson occasionally employs allusions to foreshadow the plot in Snow Crash. 

When Da5id’s avatar in the Metaverse crashes due to Snow Crash, it is described as follows; 

“It is not so much an organized body as it is a centrifugal cloud of lines and polygons whose 

center cannot hold” (76). The line “center cannot hold” is an allusion to W.B. Yeats’s “The 

Second Coming”. This allusion to the ominous poem can definitely be regarded as a sign of 

the things to come if the main characters do not stop L. Bob Rife’s plans. L. Bob Rife’s name 

itself is also an allusion, as well as a charactonym. The front “L.”, especially combined with 

the short second name with an “o”, “Bob”, is a reference to L. Ron Hubbard, the founder of 

Scientology. This both alludes to the L. Bob Rife’s plan of abusing religion to gain power, 

and his character as religious madman. His last name, “Rife”, has negative connotations, and 

alludes to his network of fiber optics and the viruses he is trying to spread, to make them rife.  

Probably the best way to translate the allusion to Yeats’s “Second Coming” is by 

using approximately the same translation that is used in a popular Dutch translation of the 

poem, “wiens midden geen stand kan houden” from “het midden houdt geen stand” (Yeats). 

The allusion will nevertheless be unavoidably less apparent than in source text. L. Ron 

Hubbard’s name is luckily, in this case, relatively well known outside the US and thus “L. 

Bob Rife” requires no adaptation regarding that aspect. Rife is also probably best retained, as 

changing the name to include a Dutch word would be rather odd considering the setting and 

because L. Bob Rife is a Texan. Maintaining the exotic setting is preferable to translating the 

comparatively unimportant connotations of the last name. 
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General Strategy 
 

Because Snow Crash is set in the future, Holmes’s terms “historicising” and “modernising” 

can be confusing. Instead I will use the terms “futurising” referring to trying to maintain the 

source text’s time related features, and “contemporising” for adapting aspects of the 

translation to the present time. 

The choice between contemporising and futurising the translation is rather 

straightforward. There should be no contemporising. The text being from, and set in a 

different time is a vital aspect of the text. Science fiction is supposed to be from another time. 

Changing the language and setting to conform to the present would change an essential part of 

the text’s atmosphere, and be very detrimental to the plot and the text’s underlying 

commentary on what society is threatening to become. If the novel had been written a long 

time ago, some changes might have to be made to alter actually outdated language to more 

contemporary variants in order to retain the science fiction atmosphere, which would be 

ruined by outdated language and socio-cultural symbols. That choice, however, is 

unnecessary, since Snow Crash was written relatively recently and it has no temporal 

language deviations from today’s language other than those intended by the author. The 

neologistic terms and expressions must be translated with neologistic equivalents as much as 

possible to retain the science-fiction setting. 

The setting of Snow Crash is not only specific temporally, but also culturally. The 

story taking place in the former United States of America is important, because it shows the 

decline of America’s society and economy. The socio-economic extremes portrayed in the 

text originate from practises currently popular in the US, not other places. Naturalising the 

setting too much, would remove the novel’s critical examination of the US. Science fiction is 

by nature exotic and the fictional socio-cultural context often foreign to all readers. In this 

case the setting happens to be set in a recognisable location, the near future, former United 

States. This means the location will be more or less exotic to all readers, even those of the 

source text. A somewhat higher degree of exoticness for the readers of the target text is 

acceptable considering science fiction’s inherent and intentional exoticness. The United States 

is an exotic place to some readers, and can be treated as such in the translation as well. Only 

in the case of socio-cultural symbols that would be very familiar to readers of the source text, 

like “Louis-ville Slugger” (1), should naturalising be considered in order to avoid 

incomprehension. 
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 Stephenson’s colloquial and satirical style should, of course, be present in the 

translation. By mixing Dutch high and low registers, preserving the callous contrasts in the 

imagery and narration, and retaining the parodies and wordplay, the translation should capture 

Stephenson’s essential irreverent tone.  

In short, the translation should be very retentive, excluding cases where retention 

would cause confusion, incomprehension or unnatural language. Unless these would be due to 

the futurised and fictional aspects of the text, like neologisms, because these would largely 

have the same effect on ST readers as on readers of the TT, or an element fundamental to the 

Americanness of the setting of the novel. 
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Translated Passages 
 

Passage 1 

The start of Snow Crash contains a lot of stylistic elements and other characteristics that are 

typical for this work by Neal Stephenson and serves as a good example of its translation, 

because of this relatively high amount of stylistic elements. It also, due to being the start of 

the novel, lacks references back to earlier parts in the novel, which might require clarification 

and needlessly complicate matters. 

 

Page 1-7 

De Deliverator1 behoort tot een eliteorde, een heilige subcategorie. Hij barst van2 de esprit. 

Op dit moment bereidt hij zich voor om zijn derde missie van de nacht uit te voeren. Zijn 

uniform is zwart3 als actieve koolstof4; het licht wordt er compleet door uit de lucht gefilterd5. 

Een kogel zou van het weefsel van arachnovezels6 afketsen als een mus7 die tegen een 

hordeur knalt, maar overvloedige transpiratie zweeft erdoorheen als een briesje door een net 

platgebrand bos. Bij de knokige delen in zijn ledematen heeft het pak gesinterde pantsergel: 

voelt als korrelige drilpudding, beschermt als een stapel telefoonboeken. 

Toen ze hem de baan gaven, gaven ze hem een pistool. De Deliverator handelt nooit 

met cash, maar iemand kan het toch op hem gemunt hebben – wil misschien zijn auto, of zijn 

lading. Het pistool is klein, aero-stijl8, lichtgewicht, het soort pistool dat een modeontwerper 

bij zich zou dragen; het schiet minuscule pijltjes af die vijf keer zo snel gaan9 als een SR-71 

spionagevliegtuig, en wanneer je het niet meer nodig hebt, steek je het in de 

sigarettenaansteker, omdat het ding op batterijen draait. 

De Deliverator heeft zijn pistool nog nooit in woede of angst getrokken. Één keer 

heeft hij het getrokken in Gila Highlands. Groepje tuig10 in Gila Highlands, een sjieke 

Wijkclave11, wilde een bestelling hebben, en ze wilden er niet voor betalen. Dachten dat de 

Deliverator onder de indruk zou zijn van hun honkbalknuppel. De Deliverator trok zijn 

pistool, richtte het lasergeval op het geheven slaghout12, schoot. De terugslag was immens, 

alsof het wapen in zijn hand ontploft was. Het midden van de honkbalknuppel veranderde in 

een kolom van brandend zaagsel dat alle kanten opschoot als een exploderende ster. De 

onruststoker had uiteindelijk een handvat vast waar dikke rook vanaf dampte. Domme blik op 

zijn gezicht. Had alleen maar narigheid van de Deliverator gekregen. 
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Sindsdien bewaart de Deliverator zijn pistool in het dashboardkastje en vertrouwt hij, 

in plaats van op het pistool, op een set identieke samuraizwaarden, die altijd al zijn favoriete 

wapens waren. Het uitschot in Gila Highlands was niet bang voor het pistool, dus was de 

Deliverator gedwongen het te gebruiken. Maar zwaarden hebben geen demonstraties nodig. 

 De auto van de Deliverator heeft genoeg potentiële energie in zijn accu’s zitten om 

een pond spek de Planetoïdengordel in te lanceren. In tegenstelling tot een Knullenkar of een 

Buitenwijkbarrel13, ontlaadt de auto van de Deliverator die kracht via wijd open, schitterende, 

glanzende sfincters14. Wanneer de Deliverator m vloert, barst de hel los15. Zullen we het eens 

over contactvlakken hebben? De banden van jouw auto hebben hele kleine contactvlakken, 

praten met het asfalt op vier plekken ter grootte van je tong. De auto van de Deliverator heeft 

grote plakkerige banden met contactvlakken zo groot als de dijen van een dikke dame. De 

Deliverator voelt de weg, komt als een slechte dag op gang, stopt op een peseta. 

 Waarom heeft de Deliverator zo’n uitrusting? Omdat mensen op hem vertrouwen. Hij 

is een rolmodel16. Dit is Amerika. Mensen doen wat ze godverdomme willen doen, heb je 

daar problemen mee? Omdat ze daar recht op hebben. En omdat ze wapens hebben en 

niemand, maar dan ook niemand17, ze kan stoppen. Het gevolg hiervan is dat dit land een van 

de slechtste economieën ter wereld heeft. Wanneer het er op aan komt –  we hebben het over 

handelsbalansen – wanneer we al onze technologie naar andere landen hebben gebrain-

drained18, wanneer alles is vereffend, maken ze auto’s in Bolivia en magnetrons in 

Tadzjikistan en verkopen ze hier – wanneer onze voorsprong van natuurlijke bronnen er niet 

meer toe doet dankzij kolossale vaartuigen en luchtschepen uit Hong Kong die North Dakota 

helemaal naar Nieuw Zeeland kunnen verschepen voor een stuiver19 – wanneer de 

Onzichtbare Hand al deze historische ongelijkheden heeft genomen en uitgesmeerd tot een 

wereldwijde laag van wat een Pakistaanse steenbakker als welvaart zou beschouwen – weet je 

wat? Dan zijn er maar vier dingen waar we beter in zijn dan alle anderen 

 

muziek 

films 

microcode (software) 

supersnelle pizzabezorging 

 

Vroeger maakte de Deliverator software. Nog steeds, soms. Maar als het leven een relaxte 

basisschool was geweest geleid door goed bedoelende onderwijsdoctoren, zou er op het 
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rapport van de Deliverator staan: “Hiro is zo slim en creatief, maar moet harder werken aan 

zijn samenwerkingsvaardigheden.” 

 Dus nu heeft hij deze andere baan. Er komt geen slimheid of creativiteit aan te pas – 

maar ook geen samenwerking. Slechts één enkel principe: de Deliverator volbrengt zijn taak, 

je pizza in dertig minuten of je krijgt hem gratis, schiet de bezorger neer, neemt zijn auto, 

dient een aanklacht in. De Deliverator heeft deze baan al zes maanden, een rijke en langdurige 

aanstelling voor zijn doen, en heeft nog nooit een pizza in meer dan éénentwintig minuten 

bezorgd. 

Oh, ze ruzieden over de tijd, vele corporatieve bezorgersjaren eraan kwijtgeraakt: 

huiseigenaren, rood aangelopen en bezweet door hun eigen leugens, stinkend naar eau de 

cologne en werkstress, terwijl ze in hun geel verlichte deuropeningen staan te zwaaien met 

hun Seikos en naar de klok boven het aanrecht wijzen, echt, kunnen jullie gasten geen klok 

kijken? 

 Gebeurde niet meer. Pizzabezorging is een belangrijke bedrijfstak. Een gereguleerde 

bedrijfstak. Mensen gaan vier jaar naar de CosaNostra Pizza-Universiteit om het alleen maar 

te leren. Komen binnen niet in staat één Engelse zin te schrijven, uit Abkhazia, Rwanda, 

Guanajato, Zuid-Jersey, komen buiten en weten meer over een pizza dan een bedoeïne over 

zand weet. En ze hadden het probleem bestudeerd. De frequentie van het bekvechten over de 

bezorgtijd bij20 de deur in grafiek gebracht. De vroege Deliverators uitgerust voor het 

opnemen, en daarna het analyseren van de debattechnieken, de stemfrequentie histogrammen, 

de kenmerkende grammaticale structuren die door blanke Type A Wijkclave bewoners uit de 

middenklasse worden gebruikt die tegen alle logica in besloten hadden dat dit de plaats was 

waar ze persoonlijk overmoedig21 stelling gingen nemen tegen alles in hun leven dat muf en 

geestdodend was: ze gingen liegen over, of zichzelf wijsmaken, wanneer ze hadden gebeld22 

en zorgen dat ze een gratis pizza kregen: nee, ze hadden recht op een gratis pizza bij hun 

leven, hun vrijheid en het streven naar wat dan ook23, het was verdomme onvervreemdbaar. 

Stuurden psychologen langs bij deze mensen thuis, gaven ze een gratis televisie om mee te 

werken aan een anoniem interview, sloten ze aan op leugendetectors, bestudeerden hun 

hersengolven terwijl ze hen chaotische, onbegrijpelijke films lieten zien van pornosterren en 

nachtelijke auto-ongelukken en Sammy Davis, Jr.24, stopten ze in kamers met zoete geuren en 

roze25 muren en stelden ze vragen over Ethiek die zo verwarrend waren dat zelfs een Jezuïet 

geen antwoord zou kunnen geven zonder een kleine zonde26 te begaan. 

 De analisten van de CosaNostra Pizza Universiteit kwamen tot de conclusie dat het in 

de menselijke aard lag en je het niet op kon lossen, en dus kozen ze voor een snelle 
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makkelijke technologische oplossing: slimme dozen. De pizzadoos is nu een plastic pantser, 

geribd voor de stevigheid, met een klein glimmend LED-schermpje aan de zijkant, dat de 

Deliverator vertelt hoeveel handelstekortcreërende minuten er zijn verstreken sinds het 

allesbepalende telefoontje. Er zitten chips en zo in. De pizza’s rusten, een kleine stapel ervan, 

in sleuven achter het hoofd van de Deliverator. Elke pizza glijdt een sleuf in zoals een 

printplaat in een computer, klikt vast op zijn plek terwijl de slimme doos aan het 

boordsysteem van de Deliverators auto gekoppeld wordt. Het adres van de beller is al bepaald 

via zijn telefoonnummer en naar de ingebouwde RAM van de slimme doos gesluisd27. Van 

daaruit wordt het naar de auto gecommuniceerd, die de optimale route berekend en op een 

heads-up display28 projecteert, een lichtgevende gekleurde kaart op de voorruit getekend 

zodat de Deliverator niet eens even naar beneden hoeft te kijken. 

 Als de deadline van dertig minuten verstrijkt, wordt het nieuws over de ramp 

doorgeseind naar het CosaNostra Pizza hoofdkantoor en van daaruit doorgegeven aan Oom29 

Enzo zelf – de Siciliaanse Colonel Sanders van fastfood30, de Jay Leno van de Italiaanse 

Amerikanen31, de met een open scheermes zwaaiende verschijning in de nachtmerries van 

menig een Deliverator, de Capo en voornaamste gezicht van CosaNostra Pizza, Incorporated 

– die binnen vijf minuten de klant opbelt en overlaadt met excuses. De volgende dag zal Oom 

Enzo in de tuin van de klant landen met een straalhelikopter en nog meer excuses aanbieden 

en hem een gratis reis naar Italië geven – het enige wat hij hoeft te doen is een zooitje 

formulieren te tekenen die van hem een publiek persoon en woordvoerder van CosaNostra 

Pizza maken en in eigenlijk zijn privé-leven zoals hij dat kent beëindigen. Aan het einde van 

het hele voorval heeft hij het gevoel dat, op de een of andere manier, hij de Maffia een gunst 

verschuldigd is. 

 De Deliverator weet niet zeker wat er met de bezorger32 gebeurt in zulke gevallen, 

maar hij heeft wat geruchten gehoord. De meeste pizza’s worden in de avond bezorgd, wat 

Oom Enzo als zijn privé-tijd beschouwd. En hoe zou jij je voelen als je het avondeten met je 

familie moest onderbreken om een of andere luidruchtige sukkel uit een Wijkclave te bellen 

en jezelf moest vernederen vanwege een late kutpizza. Oom Enzo heeft zijn familie en land 

niet vijftig jaar lang gediend zodat, op de leeftijd wanneer de meesten aan het golfen zijn en 

met hun kleindochters spelen, hij druipend nat uit zijn badkuip kan stappen en kan gaan 

liggen en de voeten kan kussen van een zestienjarige skatende puber wiens peperoni er 

eenendertig minuten over deed. Oh, God. De Deliverator ademt een beetje sneller door er 

alleen maar aan te denken. 
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Maar hij zou op geen enkele andere manier voor CosaNostra Pizza willen rijden. Weet je 

waarom niet33? Omdat je leven op het spel hebben staan iets heeft. Alsof je een 

kamikazepiloot bent. Je geest is helder. Andere mensen –winkelbediendes, 

hamburgerbakkers, software ingenieurs, het hele repertoire van nietszeggende banen waaruit 

Leven in America bestaat – andere mensen hebben gewoon oude vertrouwde concurrentie 

nodig. Je kan maar beter sneller en beter je burgers bakken of je subroutines debuggen dan je 

klasgenoten van de middelbare school twee blokken verder op de winkelboulevard34 aan het 

bakken of debuggen is, omdat we met die lui concurreren, en mensen merken die dingen. 

 Wat een verdomde ratrace is dat. CosaNostra Pizza heeft geen enkele concurrentie. 

Concurrentie gaat tegen de Maffia-ethiek in. Je werkt niet harder omdat je concurreert met 

een identieke onderneming verderop in de straat. Je werkt harder omdat alles op het spel staat. 

Je naam, je eer, je familie, je leven. Die hamburgerbakkers hebben misschien een betere 

levensverwachting – maar wat voor leven is dat nou eigenlijk, moet je jezelf vragen. Dat is 

waarom niemand, zelfs de Nipponezen niet, sneller pizza’s kan bezorgen35 dan CosaNostra. 

De Deliverator draagt trots het uniform, rijdt trots in de auto, marcheert trots de opritten op 

van ontelbare Wijkclave huizen, een grimmige verschijning in ninjazwart, een pizza op zijn 

schouders, rode LED cijfers vonken36 trotse nummers de nacht in: 12:32 of 15:15 of de 

incidentele 20:43. 

 De Deliverator is aangesteld bij CosaNostra Pizza #3469 in de Valley37. Zuid-

Californië weet niet of het moet bruisen of zichzelf gewoon maar ter plekke moet wurgen. 

Niet genoeg wegen voor het aantal mensen. Fairlanes, Inc. is constant nieuwe wegen aan het 

aanleggen. Moeten er een heleboel buurten voor platwalsen, maar die bouwprojecten uit de 

zeventiger en tachtiger jaren zijn er om platgewalsd te worden, toch? Geen stoepen, geen 

scholen, geen niets. Hebben geen eigen politiemacht – geen immigratiecontrole – 

ongewensten38 kunnen zo naar binnen lopen zonder gefouilleerd of zelfs maar lastig gevallen 

te worden. Een Wijkclave echter, dat is waar je moet wonen. Een stadstaat met zijn eigen 

grondwet, een grens, wetgeving, politie, alles. 

 De Deliverator was ooit een tijdje een korporaal in de Farms of Merryvale 

Staatsveiligheidsdienst. Wist ontslagen te worden door een zwaard te gebruiken tegen een 

bekende crimineel39. Stak het dwars door de stof van het shirt van de crimineel, liet de platte 

kant van het zwaard langs de onderkant van zijn nek glijden, en prikte hem vast aan een 

verbogen en gebobbeld stuk vinylen gevelbeplating op de muur van het huis waarin de 

crimineeel probeerde in te breken. Vond het een behoorlijk heldhaftige40 vangst41. Maar ze 

ontsloegen hem toch, omdat de crimineel de zoon van de vice-kanseliervan de Farms of 
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Merryvale bleek te zijn. O, de wezels hadden een excuus: zeiden dat een negentig centimer 

lang samurai zwaard niet op hun wapenprotocol stond. Zeiden dat hij het VDAR, het 

Verdachte Dader Arrestatie Reglement, had overtreden. Zeiden dat de crimineel 

psychologisch trauma had opgelopen. Hij was nu bang voor botermessen. Ze zeiden dat hij 

ervoor had gezorgd dat ze aansprakelijk gesteld konden worden. 

De Deliverator moest wat geld lenen om het te betalen. Moest het lenen van de Maffia, 

om precies te zijn. Dus staat hij nu in hun database – netvliespatronen, DNA, stemgrafiek, 

vingerafdrukken, voetafdrukken, handpalmafdrukken, polsafdrukken, elke godvergeten deel 

van het lichaam met rimpels – bijna – rolden die schoften in de inkt en maakten er een afdruk 

van en bewaarden het digitaal op hun computer. Maar het is hun geld – tuurlijk zijn ze 

voorzichtig met het uitlenen ervan. En toen hij solliciteerde naar de baan als Deliverator 

namen ze hem graag aan, want ze kenden hem. Toen hij de lening kreeg, moest hij persoonlijk 

zaken doen met de assistent-vice-capo van de Valley, die hem later aanbeval voor de baan als 

Deliverator. Het was alsof je deel uitmaakte van een familie. Een erg enge, gestoorde familie 

die je misbruikt. 

 CosaNostra Pizza #3569 ligt op Vista Road net buiten Kings Park Winkelcentrum. 

Vista Road was vroeger het bezit van de staat Californië en heet nu Fairlanes, Inc. Route42 

CSV-5. De belangrijkste concurrentie was vroeger een V.S. snelweg en heet nu Cruiseways, 

Inc. Route Cal-12. Verderop in de Valley kruisen de twee snelwegen elkaar zowaar. Ooit 

waren er bittere geschillen, de kruising gesloten wegens sporadische schoten van 

sluipschutters. Uiteindelijk kocht een grote ontwikkelaar de hele kruising en maakte er een 

drive-in43 winkelcentrum van. Nu leiden de wegen gewoon naar een parkeersysteem – geen 

terrein, geen afrit, maar een systeem - en verliezen hun identiteit. Om langs de kruising te 

komen is het nodig je een weg te banen door het parkeersysteem, veel doorvlochten 

filamenten van richting44 zoals het Ho Chi Minh trail. CSV-5 heeft een betere doorstroming, 

maar Cal-12 heeft een beter wegdek. Dat is kenmerkend – Fairlanes wegen benadrukken het 

bereiken van je bestemming  voor Type A bestuurders, en Cruiseways benadrukken het genot 

van de rit voor Type B bestuurders. 

 De Deliverator is een Type A bestuurder met hondsdolheid. Hij nadert zijn thuisbasis, 

CosaNostra #3569, scheurt over de linkerrijstrook van CSV-5 met hondertwintig kilometer 

per uur. Zijn auto is een onzichtbare zwarte ruit, enkel een donkere plek die de tunnel van 

franchiseborden – de loglo45 – reflecteert. Een rij oranje lichten borrelt en kolkt langs de 

voorkant, waar de grille zou zitten als dit een ademende auto was geweest. Het oranje licht 

ziet eruit als benzinebrand. Door mensen hun achterruit komt het naar binnen, weerkaatst via 
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hun achterruitkijkspiegel, projecteert een vurig masker over hun ogen, reikt tot in46 hun 

onderbewustzijn, en brengt verschrikkelijke angsten naar boven over ingeklemde zitten, 

volledig bij bewustzijn, onder een exploderende gastank, zorgt ervoor dat ze aan de kant 

willen gaan en de Deliverator laten passeren in zijn zwarte rijtuig van vlammende peperoni47. 
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Passage 2 
 

I chose the following passage from the novel, because it contains a lot of dialogue, in very 

different registers. The conversation also reveals a tremendous amount of details about the 

future society in Snow Crash. The remarks about untranslatibality and the translation of the 

first MetaCop’s official statements by the second MetaCop in colloquial speech are also 

interesting to translate. 

Page 47-48 

“U bent bij deze gewaarschuwd dat enige beweging uwerzijds niet uitdrukkelijk 

goedgekeurd door mondelinge autorisatie mijnerzijds direct lichamelijk risico voor u kan 

opleveren, alsmede bijkomende psychische en mogelijk, afhankelijk van uw persoonlijke 

geloofsovertuiging, spirituele risico’s ten gevolge van uw reactie op voormeld lichamelijk 

risico. Elke beweging uwerzijds houdt een onvoorwaardelijke en onherroepelijke aanvaarding 

van dergelijk risico in,” zegt de eerste MetaCop48. Er hangt een kleine speaker aan zijn riem 

die dit alles tegelijkertijd in het Spaans en het Japans vertaalt. 

“Of zoals we vroeger zeiden,” zegt de andere MetaCop, “freeze, sucker!49” 

Het onvertaalbare woord galmt uit de kleine speaker, respectievelijk uitgesproken 

als“esucker“ en “saka“. 

“Wij zijn bevoegde Adjudanten50 van MetaCops Unlimited. Krachtens sectie 24.5.2 

van de White Columns51 Statuten52 zijn wij bevoegd om op dit grondgebied als politiemacht 

op te treden53.” 

 “Zoals onschuldige vertrappers54 lastigvallen,” zegt Y.T. 

 De MetaCop zet de vertaler uit. “Door Engels te spreken heeft er u onvoorwaardelijk 

en onherroepelijk mee ingestemd dat al onze toekomstige gesprekken in de Engelse taal plaats 

zullen vinden,” zegt hij. 

 “Je kan niet eens rezzen55 wat Y.T. zegt,” zegt Y.T. 

“U bent geïdentificeerd als een Onderzoeksdoel van een Geregistreerd Crimineel 

Voorval dat plaats zou hebben gevonden op een ander grondgebied, namelijk, The Mews at 

Windsor Heights.” 

“Dat is een ander land, man. Dit is White Columns!” 

“Volgens bepalingen in The Mews at Windsor Heights Statuten zijn wij bevoegd de 

wet, nationale veiligheidsaangelegenheden en sociale harmonie ook op voornoemd 

grondgebied te handhaven. Een verdrag tussen The Mews at Windsor Heights en White 
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Columns geeft ons de bevoegdheid u in tijdelijke bewaring te stellen totdat er een besluit is 

genomen omtrent uw status als Onderzoeksdoel” 

“Je bent er gloeiend bij,” zegt de tweede MetaCop. 

“Aangezien uw gedrag niet agressief is geweest en u geen zichtbare wapens bij u 

draagt, zijn wij niet bevoegd heldhaftige maatregelen te gebruiken om uw medewerking te 

bewerkstelligen,” zegt de eerste MetaCop. 

 “Jij blijft cool en wij blijven cool,” zegt de tweede MetaCop. 

 “Echter, wij zijn uitgerust met apparaten, inclusief maar niet beperkt tot schietwapens, 

die, indien gebruikt, een extreme en onmiddellijke bedreiging voor uw gezondheid en 

welvaart kunnen zijn.” 

“Één verkeerde beweging en we knallen je kop eraf,” zegt de tweede MetaCop. 

“Ontgrijp56 verdomme mijn hand nou maar,” zegt Y.T. Ze heeft dit allemaal al 

duizenden keren gehoord. 
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Passage 3 
 

I chose this last passage, because it contains a good mix of dialogue and narrative. Both 

contain quintessential Snow Crash stylistic elements, like the mixing of high and low register, 

and callous contrasts between narrative and the actual events. 

 

Page 300-303 

“Pardon, meneer?” zegt een man. “Zou ik u even mogen storen?” 

Hiro draait zich om. Het is een grote vlezige blanke man met golvend, naar achteren-geplakt 

rood haar en een baard. Hij heeft een baseballpet bovenop zijn hoofd zitten, helemaal naar 

achteren gekanteld om de volgende woorden, in blokletters op zijn voorhoofd getattoeerd, 

zichtbaar te maken: 

STEMMINGSWISSELINGEN 

RACISTISCHE NEIGINGEN 

Hiro kijkt naar dit alles omhoog langs de ronde57 horizon van de man zijn flanel 

bekleden buik. 

“Wat is er?” vraagt Hiro. 

 “Nou, het spijt me dat ik u stoor midden tijdens uw gesprek met deze meneer hier. 

Maar ik en mijn vrienden vroegen ons zojuist af. Bent u een luie, nutteloze watermeloen-

etende pikzwarte neger58, of een stiekeme kleine soa59-spleetoog?” 

 De man doet zijn hand omhoog, trekt de rand van zijn baseballpet omlaag. Nu ziet60 

Hiro de vlag van de zuidelijke, Geconfedereerde Staten van Amerika61 die op de voorkant 

staat, de geborduurde woorden “Nieuw Zuid-Afrika62 franchulaat63 #153.” 

Hiro duwt zichzelf omhoog en over de tafel heen, draait zich snel om en glijdt 

achteruit op zijn kont richting Chuck, probeert64 de tafel tussen hem en de Nieuw Zuid-

Afrikaan te krijgen. Chuck is gemakshalve verdwenen, dus Hiro staat uiteindelijk fijn met zijn 

rug tegen de muur met uitzicht op de bar. 

Op hetzelfde moment staan ongeveer een dozijn mannen op van hun tafels, scharen 

zich achter de eerste als een grijnzende, zonverbrande falanx van Confederatievlaggen en 

bakkebaarden. 

“Eens even zien,” zegt Hiro, “is dat een soort strikvraag?” 

 Er zijn een heleboel Stadtshuizen65 in een heleboel Snooze’n’Cruise franchises waar je 

je wapens in moet leveren bij de ingang. Bij deze niet. 
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 Hiro weet niet zeker of dat goed of slecht is. Zonder wapens, de Nieuw Zuid-

Afrikanen zouden hem alleen maar in elkaar slaan. Met wapens, Hiro kan terugvechten, maar 

de inzet is hoger. Hiro is kogelvrij tot aan zijn nek, maar dat betekent enkel dat de Nieuw 

Zuid-Afrikanen allemaal op zijn hoofd gaan schieten. En ze zijn trots op hun 

scherpschutterskunsten. Het is een soort fetish voor ze. 

“Is er verderop geen NZA franchise?” vraagt Hiro. 

“Ja,” zegt de aanvoerder, die een lang, uitdijend lichaam en korte stompige benen 

heeft. “Het is hemels. Echt waar. Geen plek op aarde zoals een Nieuw Zuid-Afrika.” 

 “Waarom, als ik vragen mag,” zegt Hiro, “als het daar zo verdomd leuk is, gaan jullie 

niet allemaal terug naar jullie eizak om daar rond te hangen?” 

 “Er is één probleem met Nieuw Zuid-Afrika,” zegt de man. “Wil niet onpatriottisch 

klinken, maar het is waar.” 

“En dat probleem is?” zegt Hiro. 

“Er zijn daar geen negers, spleetogen of kankerjoden om in elkaar te slaan.” 

“Ah. Dat is een probleem,” zegt Hiro. “Bedankt.” 

“Waarvoor?” 

“Voor het duidelijk maken van uw bedoelingen – me het recht te geven dit te doen.” 

Dan hakt Hiro zijn hoofd eraf. 

 Wat moet hij anders doen? Ze zijn minstens met zijn twaalven. Ze hebben er een punt 

van gemaakt de enige uitgang te blokkeren. Ze hebben hun bedoelingen duidelijk gemaakt. En 

ze zijn waarschijnlijk allemaal vuurgevaarlijk66. Trouwens, dit soort dingen gaat hij elke tien 

seconden beleven wanneer hij op het Vlot zit. 

De Nieuw Zuid-Afrikaan heeft geen idee wat er gaat gebeuren, maar hij begint te 

reageren wanneer Hiro de katana richting zijn nek zwaait, dus vliegt hij achteruit op het 

moment dat de onthoofding plaatsvindt. Dat is goed, want ongeveer de helft van zijn bloed 

komt uit de bovenkant van zijn nek spuiten. Twee stralen, één uit elke halsslagader. Er valt 

geen druppel op Hiro. 

 In het Metaversum gaat het zwaard er gewoon doorheen, als je snel genoeg slaat. Hier 

in de Realiteit, verwacht Hiro een krachtige klap wanneer zijn zwaard de nek van de Nieuw 

Zuid-Afrikaan raakt. Het gaat er gewoon doorheen en zwiept bijna rond en nestelt zichzelf 

bijna in de muur. Hij moet mazzel hebben gehad en een gat tussen de wervels hebben geraakt. 

Hiros training schiet hem op vreemde wijze weer te binnen. Hij vergat het af te knijpen67, 

vergat zelf het zwaard te stoppen, en dat is niet zoals het hoort. 
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Ook al was hij erop voorbereid, hij is even geschokt. Dit soort dingen gebeuren niet 

met avatars. Die vallen gewoon neer. Voor een verbazingwekkend lange tijd staat hij daar 

alleen maar en kijkt naar het lichaam van de man. Ondertussen, de in de lucht hangende wolk 

van bloed zoekt het laagste punt op, druipt van de plafondpanelen, spettert van de planken 

achter de bar af. Een dronkenlap die langzaam een dubbele vodka zat te drinken siddert en 

beeft, staart in zijn glas naar de galactische werveling van een biljoen rode cellen die sterven 

in de ethanol. 

 Hiro wisselt een paar lange blikken uit met de Nieuw Zuid-Afrikanen, alsof iedereen 

in de bar tot overeenstemming wil komen over wat er nu gaat gebeuren. Moeten ze lachen? 

Een foto maken? Wegrennen? Een ambulance bellen? 

Hij vindt een weg naar de uitgang door over mensen hun tafels te rennen. Het is 

onbeleefd, maar de andere gasten schuiven naar achteren, sommige zijn snel genoeg om hun 

biertjes uit de weg te grissen, en niemand doet moeilijk. De aanblik van de ontblote katana 

bezielt iedereen met een bijna Nipponese mate van beleefdheid. Er staan nog een paar Nieuw 

Zuid-Afrikanen in Hiros weg, maar niet omdat ze iemand willen stoppen. Het is gewoon waar 

ze toevallig stonden toen ze in shock gingen. Hiro besluit, reflexief, ze niet te doden. 
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Appendix 
 

The Second Coming 
 
Turning and turning in the widening gyre 

The falcon cannot hear the falconer; 

Things fall apart; the centre cannot hold; 

Mere anarchy is loosed upon the world, 

The blood-dimmed tide is loosed, and everywhere 

The ceremony of innocence is drowned; 

The best lack all conviction, while the worst 

Are full of passionate intensity. 

 

Surely some revelation is at hand; 

Surely the Second Coming is at hand. 

The Second Coming! Hardly are those words out 

When a vast image out of Spiritus Mundi 

Troubles my sight: somewhere in sands of the desert 

A shape with lion body and the head of a man, 

A gaze blank and pitiless as the sun, 

Is moving its slow thighs, while all about it 

Reel shadows of the indignant desert birds. 

The darkness drops again; but now I know 

That twenty centuries of stony sleep 

Were vexed to nightmare by a rocking cradle, 

And what rough beast, its hour come round at last, 

Slouches towards Bethlehem to be born? 

 

W.B.Yeats 
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Annotations 
Passage 1 

1 Because Deliverator is a personal name and has connotations with impressive, violent 

words, namely annihilator, eradicator and, of course, Terminator, I have decided to leave the 

word untranslated. Possible incomprehension regarding the meaning of the “Deliver-“part of 

the word is preferable to using a translation that attempts to copy the connotations, for 

example, “Bezorgeraar”, because it would weaken and alter the connotations, to different, but 

similar Dutch words, “veroveraar, geweldenaar”. It would also be too much naturalisation, 

since the Deliverator is a nickname and giving an American, a Dutch nickname would be kind 

of strange. Although the strangeness would admittedly be relatively minor, as the name has a 

meaning. 
2 I would have preferred to use a translation that retained the quantifier “to here”, which, 

lacking a visual cue, is rather vague and humorous, but ultimately failed to create one. I used 

the strategy Chesterman’s classifies as “change of trope”(255). Specifically the subcategory in 

which the type of trope does not change, but they are lexically unrelated. 

 The trope, figurative language in this case, is replaced with a different figurative expression. 

Both the ST and the translated expression refer to an undefined amount of “esprit”. 
3 As in the ST, no “as” in front of “black”, the TT omits the expected adverb “als”. Omissions 

of function words are a fundamental part of Stephenson’s style and can usually be repeated in 

the TT with the same effects. 
4 While the more common term in Dutch for activated charcoal is “actieve kool”, I have 

chosen to include the suffix “-stof” to remove the synomy with cabbage. “Actieve koolstof” 

sounds more high-tech and is also sometimes used instead of the term “actieve kool”. 
5 “Very” in this sentence is a difficult adverb to translate. “Zelfs het licht” might have been an 

option, if it had not implied other things being filtered besides air. “Het licht wordt er gewoon 

door” would also have been a possible solution, except it implies a mundaneness about the 

process, which makes it unsuitable. In order to preserve the emphasis of the ST, I have used 

what Chesterman defines as “verandering in nadruk” (254), and added “compleet” to the 

sentence in the TT to make up for the omission of “very”. 
6 “Weefsel” has been moved ahead of “arachnovezels” to avoid making the neologism, 

“arachnovezelweefsel”, needlessly long. The term as a whole has been translated literally. 
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7 Instead of using the literal translation of “wren”, namely “winterkoninkje”, I have chosen to 

use Grit’s “adaptatie”(283) strategy, and changed “wren” to a similar species of bird, namely 

“mus”, as common and diverse as the many species of wren are in America. I have done this 

because, as Grit states, the function of the bird is more important than the specific type of bird 

in this sentence. 
8 “Aero-stijl”, a calque, implies the same, and is equally vague as “Aero-styled”, namely an 

aerodynamic design for an esthetic purpose. 
9 Using “ vliegen” instead of “gaan” would have made the sentence somewhat repetitive, due 

to the use of the word “vliegtuig” later on.  
10 The translations of “punk” and “punks” differ per case, because Dutch lacks a true 

equivalent that captures the essence of the word “punk”. I had to chose which approximate 

equivalent, “tuig”, “uitschot”, “onruststoker” and “puber”, was closest to the meaning, 

especially with regard to the connotations, of every individual instance of the word in the ST, 

and which translation fitted best in the sentence in the TT. This Chesterman classifies as the 

synonymy strategy, except in this case there is no equivalent being replaced by the synonyms 

(252). 
11 Using the loan translation strategy I got “Wijkclave” as translation for “Burbclave” by 

translating the “Burb-” part with “Wijk”, since it comes from “suburb”, which means 

“buitenwijk”, and, like in the ST, I removed the “en-” part from “enclave”. 
12 Because the term Louisville Slugger, a famous US baseball bat brand, is virtually unknown 

in the Netherlands and would probably confuse the TT reader, I have chosen to use the 

hyperonym “slaghout” to avoid using the word “knuppel” again and retain the somewhat 

unusual noun referring to the bat. Naturalising, or more accurately using a 

“kernvertaling”(Grit 283) leads to a loss of nuance, but that is preferable to incomprehension 

or inserting an explanation not in ST. 
13 I translated “Burb Beater” with the loan translation “Buitenwijkbarrel”, because “barrel” is 

an equivalent of  “beater” and “ Burb” refers to the suburbs. I chose to use the entire word 

“buitenwijk”, because “buitenbarrel” does not clearly refer to the suburbs, and “wijkbarrel” 

lacks the alliteration of “Burb Beater”. 
14 The word “sphincter” seems to have only one and the same meaning in both Dutch and 

English, so Stephenson’s somewhat crude joke should, of course, be preserved in the 

translation. 
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15 The meaning of “shit happens” in this sentence does not mean what it usually means, 

namely, bad things occur, but is slightly more literal, some pretty impressive things will 

happen. A translation that incorporates both meanings in the form of a saying does not exist in 

Dutch, so I chose to use a Dutch saying with a meaning that is usually negative, though 

different from “shit happens”, and a more literal interpretation that implies that some pretty 

impressive things will happen. Another change of trope where the type of  trope, a figurative 

expression, remains the same, but is lexically unrelated. 
16 See the Wordplay section of the translation analysis on page 18. 
17 Instead of repeating “godverdomme”, as the translation of “ fucking” and “fuck”, I chose to 

use “maar dan ook niemand” to give the sentence some zest, because repeating the same 

expletive a lot, as is done with “fuck” in English, is not such a common practice in Dutch. 

Using “godverdomme” again would have made the sentence quite a bit coarser in Dutch than 

it is in the ST, because the repetition, and thus the expletive, would be far more prominent in 

the TT. 
18 I have chosen to retain the term “brain-drained” as a calque, with some grammatical 

adjustments to Dutch, because the term resembles business speak, and in Dutch those business 

speak terms are often in English. An interview I happened to hear on the Dutch radio station 

BNR (Business News Radio) confirmed this supposition; the term “gebrain-drained” was used 

by Dutch speakers. 
19 Contrary to “peseta” earlier in the text, I have naturalised “nickel”, using Grit’s “adaptatie” 

strategy, because it the value, the function, that is important in this sentence. 
20 “Bekvechten om de bezorgingstijd bij de deur” retains some of the alliteration of “doorway 

delivery-time disputes”. “Bekvechten” may be a bit stronger and colloquial than disputes, but 

not to such a degree that a different translation without alliteration needs be used. 
21 Custer’s Last Stand is probably not be known to most of the target audience, so I have 

chosen to remove the cultural, historical reference, and have only used the intended meaning, 

“overmoedig”, in the translation. This removes some of the exotic nature of the source culture 

in the TT, but preferable to preserving the reference and either inserting a very out of place 

explanation, or leaving the TT reader in the dark about the meaning. 
22 In order to be able to use “zichzelf wijsmaken” as a translation of delude I had to translate 

“the time of their phone call” with “wanneer ze hadden gebeld”. “De tijd van hun telefoontje” 

would have been more equivalent, but “wanneer ze hadden gebeld” is a more common Dutch 
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phrasing and makes “zichzelf wijsmaken” possible as translation without resorting to very 

unusual sentence structures. 
23 The text in the ST is based on the American Declaration of Independence. Even if 

naturalisation was desired, Dutch culture has no cultural equivalent. I have translated the text 

literally except for “deserve”, which I translated with “recht hebben op” in order to have some 

reference to the American Declaration of Independence by using this more formal translation, 

but most of the reference is inevitably lost. The stylistic effect of the somewhat unusual 

sentence, however, remains in the TT. 
24 “ Sammy Davis Jr.” is not naturalised, because he is famous enough to be at least vaguely 

familiar to the TT audience, and because there is no equivalent person in the target culture, 

and even if there was one, replacing “Sammy Davis Jr.” with a naturalised target culture 

equivalent would be detrimental to the novel’s American setting. 
25 “Mauve” is a rather uncommon word in Dutch, and because of that I have chosen to use the 

hyperonym “roze” to remove unwanted emphasis on the colour. 
26 Van Dale gives “pekelzonde” and “dagelijkse zonde” as translations of venial sin. I, 

however, have chosen to use “ kleine zonde” as translation, because “pekelzonde” means very 

old sins rather than lightly forgiven sins, and “dagelijkse zonde” would make the Jesuit’s 

transgression due to the complicated questions seem trivial to someone unfamiliar with the 

term, since apparently such sins are committed daily anyway. 
27 The literal translations of “to pour”, “storten” and “gieten”, are unsuitable for this sentence, 

because they are rarely used to refer to non-material items or substances, except money, in the 

case of “storten”. I used “sluizen”, because this verb also has to do with the movement of 

liquid and it, as opposed to “storten” and “gieten”, is sometimes used with regards to more 

abstract concepts, like information. 
28 In the ST Stephenson writes “heads-up display”, while the actual term, in English and 

Dutch, is “head-up display”. Whether or not this is a typo or a pun, a display that makes you 

pay attention, “heads up!”, is unknown and both are possible. I have chosen to retain the 

additional “s”. A few TT readers will understand the pun, some might notice a typo, most will 

probably do neither. The same groups, though with a different size distribution, can probably 

be found among the ST readers, and thus retaining the superfluous “s” is the best solution, as 

it copies the effect of the ST in the TT. 
29 The meaning of “Uncle” and the connotations of that meaning, a kind member of the 

family, outweigh the importance of keeping the name in English and more American. 
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30 Colonel Sanders is the figurehead of Kentucky Fried Chicken. Ronald McDonald would 

have been a good, better known, substitute, but comparing Uncle Enzo to a clown is not 

suitable. I have therefore added “of fastfood” in order to elucidate the reference. 
31 I have replaced Andy Griffith with a somewhat comparable popular American TV-

personality that is better known in the target culture, and I have decided to remove 

“Bensonhurst” from the translation and replace it with a very broad description of the group 

that is referred to with Bensonhurst. The significance of Bensonhurst, a predominantly Italian 

area of Brooklyn, would likely be unknown to nearly all TT readers. Leaving the realia in and 

adding an explanation would result in what Chesterman describes as a change of visibility 

(261), and make the presence of the translator too obvious and detract from the immersion in 

the story. 
32 I have chosen to use the more specific hyponym “bezorger” instead of “ bestuurder” as 

translation for “driver”, because, unlike in the ST, using “bezorger” is not repetitive in 

combination with “Deliverator”, and helps clarify the meaning, or at least job, of the 

Deliverator for the target audience in case that is still unclear. 
33 I added “niet” to the question to make it the sentence more conventional Dutch. This kind 

of naturalisation of the language, does not affect the setting of the ST and TT. It therefore 

does not interfere with the novel’s theme regarding America’s capitalistic decline, making the 

naturalisation of the language to more conventional Dutch a given. 
34 “Strip” refers to “stripmall”; areas with mostly or only stores that are often found near large 

roads and somewhat separate from actual residential areas, much like “woonboulevards” in 

the Netherlands. I changed “woon-” into “winkel-” to create a good equivalent. 
35 “Move” refers to selling as well as to physically moving, delivering, pizzas. I chose to use 

“bezorgen” as translation, because it retains both the physical aspect of moving the pizzas, as 

well as the financial aspect of the action, as one tends to have to pay for delivered pizzas. 
36 “Vonken” is weaker than “blazing”, but the imagery of a fiery light remains with this 

translation. 
37 “The Valley” is likely San Fernando Valley in California, because most of the story takes 

place near Los Angeles. I chose not to translate the name with “Vallei”, as most of the other 

place names in the translation are also left in English, and because retaining the English 

spelling of “Valley” will let the TT reader know a specific American place is meant, instead 

of a valley that is so important to Hiro that he uses capitalisation. 
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38 I used “ongewensten” as translation of “undesirables”, because the alternative “ongewenste 

mensen” is too humanising, and “ongewenste elementen” too formal. 
39 There is no real slang term for perpetrator in Dutch, and the crime of the “perp” is at that 

point in the text unspecified, which rules out using “dief” or “inbreker”. “Dader” as 

translation of “perp” is too formal, so I used “crimineel” as translation. It might be a bit more 

formal than “perp”, but it is used colloquially and derogatorily in Dutch. 
40 “Righteous” has a double meaning in this sentence, awesome and just. Dutch has no 

equivalent meaning both of those things, so I used “heldhaftig”. It implies out of the ordinary 

special actions as well as morally good behaviour. 
41 Dutch lacks a colloquial noun for bust. “Fouilleren”, “frisk”, earlier also has no colloquial 

equivalent. “Aanhouding” and “inrekening” are both too formal, so I used “vangst”, which is 

more generic than “bust” and has more denotations, but it is at least as colloquial, and that 

aspect is important for the style of Hiro’s narration. 
42 I decided to write “Route”, instead of using “Rte”, in the translation, because the TT reader 

might not know the meaning of the abbreviation. “Route”, however, is very clear, since it 

means nearly the same in Dutch.  
43 In the Netherlands no distinction is made between drive-throughs and drive-ins, in fact, 

most drive-ins in the Netherlands are probably actually drive-throughs, so I used “drive-in” as 

translation of “drive-through”. 
44 “Filaments of direction” is quite an unusual phrase, so I translated it nearly literally, only 

making “directions” singular in the TT, as the literal translation is equally unconvential for the 

TL as the original is for the SL. 
45 I tried to come up with a good translation that incorporates both “logo” and “glow” in 

Dutch, but “glimmerk” and “logloed” were not satisfactory, so I kept the original term and 

used italics to show its foreign word status. 
46 “Reaches into” means both “arrive at” and “grasp for” in this sentence. “Reikt tot in” may 

be slightly more unusual in Dutch, than “reaches into” is in the ST, however, because it refers 

to both the distance the orange light can travel and that it is grasping the target’s subconscious 

I have used it for the translation. 
47 “Peperoni vuur” would be a very strange expression in Dutch, so I applied Chesterman’s 

“verschuiving van eenheid” (246) strategy, changing part of the noun, “fire”, into an 

adjective. 
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Passage 2 

48 “MetaCop” is left unaltered, because “meta” is the same in Dutch and English, and the 

word “cop” is likely to be understood to a degree, if not known, by the target audience. 

Preserving the English word adds to the exoticness of the TT, which, as discussed in the 

analysis, is desirable since the location is specifically American. 
49 I have decided to leave “freeze, sucker!” untranslated for several reasons. There is, first of 

all, no equivalent expression in Dutch. The Dutch police tend to be more polite and not use 

insults (or at least not a very specific one that is as cliché as “sucker”) when arresting a 

suspect, so a translation like “halt, sukkel” would probably strike the target audience as odd, 

which is not an effect the expression in the ST has. Secondly, “freeze, sucker!” is a typical 

American expression, retaining it adds to the exotic, American setting of the text. Of course, 

leaving the line in English can also seem strange to the target audience. The MetaCop is, 

however, quoting a line, “as we used to say”, and this alleviates some of the incongruity 

between the translated, Dutch text and the untranslated, English text. 
50 I have used “Adjudant” as translation of “Deputy”. This is an approximation solution 

according to Grit, and the situation he describes when it is used most often matches this one. 

The precise meaning is of lesser importance than the overall image (282). Its more exact 

translation in this case, “hulpsherrif, would seem quite outdated and out of place, and 

“adjudant” fits the fictional private police rank well as it is a rather low rank like deputy, and 

especially because it actually used to be a police rank in the Netherlands. 
51 To retain American aspects of the setting, I have not naturalised the fictional place names. 

Non-fictional place names are not naturalised either. 
52 I have chosen to use the word “statuten” instead of the common translation of “code, 

namely “wetboek”, because it is more ambiguous than “wetboek”, which is appropriate for 

the unspecified and vague legal, sovereign status of the Burbclaves, as discussed in the Snow 

Crash’s Setting section on page 22. 
53 Translating “actions” literally with “acties” would result in unnatural Dutch. Using a more 

proper translation “de taken”, however, would make the MetaCops seem more responsible 

than how they are portrayed in the ST. Therefore, I have chosen to translate “carry out 

actions” with “op te treden”, because that expression retains the somewhat negative image of 

the MetaCops.  
54 “Thrashers” is a play on the word “trasher”, which means vandal, and “thrash”, which in 

this case refers to the motions made when skateboarding.  
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“Vertrappers”, like “thrashers”, refers to the movements of skateboarding, “trappen”, as well 

as to a form of destruction. 
55 “Rez” seems to mean something like comprehend. I asked several native speakers what 

they thought “rez” might mean, and they had the same impression. The fictional origins of the 

word are known only to Stephenson, but “to resolve”, as in “solving a matter”, or 

“resolution”, in the computer graphics related meaning, sort of like “show”, as a source for 

the fictional slang term “rez” is quite possible. The prefix of these words in Dutch is the same, 

as is their meaning, so I have retained the slang term in Dutch, but changed the grammatical 

form to fit better with the translation. 
56 Since “glom” means “to arrest”, the hand of someone who is stealing with it, and refers to 

the glue holding Y.T. captive, “ontgrijp” is a suitable translation of the neologism “unglom”. 

It refers to “iemand in de kraag grijpen”, stealing and the grip of the glue. 

Passage 3 
57 A literal translation of curving in this case would be “welvende”. It would, however, be 

rather unusual Dutch. “Welvende”, like curving, hints at the man’s fat body aptly, but so 

would a more commonly used word, “rond”, which, instead of referring to “welvingen”, 

would refer to the man’s “rondingen”. 
58 While “nikker” would be the most equivalent translation of “nigger”, it is also very old-

fashioned. “Neger”, which is not as old-fashioned, but also not as laden as the word “nigger”, 

is a suitable translation, because it is used and considered as derogatory by Dutch-speaking 

groups with dispositions similar to the New South Africans. 
59 I chose to leave out “infected” and use the diseases as a pre-fix to the following insulting 

noun, as is common for Dutch insults. As mentioned before, adjusting the language to 

naturalise it to convential Dutch does not affect the American quality of the setting and should 

not be avoided. 
60 I changed the tense of this line to avoid having “zien” end up at the back of the entire 

sentence, which could be somewhat confusing due to the length of the sentence. 
61 I have added some information to the TT to make the significance of the flag clear to TT 

readers, who may be unfamiliar with the term “Confederate”. This is only a change in the 

explicitness of the information for the TT reader, as opposed to a change of information 

according to Chesterman’s classifaction of translation strategies, because the added 

information is already deducable from the term “Confederate” in the ST. 
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62 I decided to translate the name of this particular Burbclave in order to ensure that the TT 

audience would know which country New South Africa refers to, and be aware of the 

connection to apartheid. Because they speak Afrikaans in South Africa, which is similar to 

Dutch, the translation of this particular Burbclave’s name to Dutch is not very incongruent 

with the untranslated English names of the other Burbclaves in the TT. 
63 “Franchulate” is a neologism. I only had to change the suffix, “-ulate” to a Dutch 

grammatical one, “-ulaat”, to obtain an understandable and acceptable Dutch neologism. This 

is a form of loan translation, which is a common strategy for translating neologisms according 

to Chesterman. 
64 I changed the tense from the present participle here, because it is not as commonly used in 

Dutch, as I have done in several other places, but here I have left out the conjunction “en” to 

imitate Stephenson’s colloquial style, which involves leaving out a lot of function words. 
65 “Towne” is an old spelling of “town”, using the old spelling of “huis”, “huys”, gives the 

word “Stadhuys” as translation for “Towne Hall”. 
66 “Vuurgevaarlijk” means about the same as “carrying heat” and at the same time preserves 

some of the imagery of “heat” by containing the word “vuur”. 
67 The term “squeeze it off” is not one actually used in sword fighting. It is in fact just as 

comical as the literal translation of the expression, “afknijpen”. Since the author’s intent is 

unknown, the term could be ridiculous intentionally, or Stephenson may have made a mistake. 

I have chosen to retain the (intentional) error and translate the ST as it is. The proper term for 

the action Hiro forgets should be something like “check it” or “control it”. 


